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Judge Reed at Frankfort in Interest




Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 21.—la the
house this morning Ibepresentatirs
Head moved to make 'house bill as8,
the polite bill, a special ordeç for the
afternoon session but the , motion
lost. Mr. Head and hie friends got
busy during the noon recess and up-
on reconvening at 3 p mk he moved
to take the bill from the orders of
the day and place it upon its, pass-
age. This motion met with no ob-
jection, so thorough was the senti-
ment worked up by Head and his
friends.
Unanimously Passe&
The bill was passed unanimously,
every republican n the house voting
for it. Head hod explained to the
• democrats, who opposed making it a
special order, that it was a party
measure, but omitted to so state to
the republicans. Eighty-.one mein-
bees Voted for it. The bill will be
reported to the senate Friday and
will pus eesily.
• .••Miller's Bill Went Through.
The house today paseed Miller's
bill providing for a different system
ui common schools, so far as trustees
are concerned. Each county is to
be divided into four trustee districts,
the trustees to be 'elected by the peo-
1.4e direct, the four VS hive charge of
au i schools in the district, with the
right to levy as cents on the atoo,
and a $1 poll tax for the erection of
buildings, maintenance of sdhools,
etc. The vote awe close, 41 to 39.
Speaker Lawrence voting for the first
time durifig the session.
No Session Today.
The house holds no session tomor-
row on account of Washington's
birthday. •
Judge Reed in Frankfort.
W. M. Reed is here from Padu-
cah in, the interest of the circuit
COUPE measure.
The house committee will report
bill u, relative to patent medicines,
fevorably. The state board of
health is believed to be behind the
report.
House Bill Ratified.
The senate today passed Croan's
• dog tax bilk or rather ratified the
house bill, hewing already passed the
same mesas/re., in the. senate.
The house tpday refused to take
the county unit biJ1 from the com-
mittee on,J1Centucky ictatutes. The.
bili will be reported when the corn
inittee is called in regular order.
No Beckham county.'
The ffeckham"coaney • proposition
has been giveti a peifeefut *poise, the
Kentucky statutes COninnttee of the
house. which hearitirgumente on the
proposition last na&•t, Allaying dead-
ed this mortiinelli, poMpet* action
npon it indefinitely. This mekns
that the measure will never see the
light of day.
The compromise county irnit Men
declare ibis morning they have ob-
tained sufficient signatures to an
agreement to pave a connty unit bill,
excluding first, etcontl, third fourth
and fifth cies, cities from the-opera-
tion of the law. They claim the bill
as amended will pass the senate.
.11111••• 
ICING EDWARD WRITES KA ISER
Two Monarchs Expected to Renew
Friendship.
.Berlin, Feb. at.—I am able to an-
nouce that Kibg Bdward has wriglati
a most cordial letter to the emperor
'on the occasion of his Majesty's
birthday, foreshadowing, as I sin are
eurett the prospect of a friendly
meeting of the two ninarchs in the
course of the current ear.
This news will be welcomed here
with great satisfaction, where the re-
cent strained relations between the
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WICKLIFFE AND MAYFIELD
Promoters Have Financed Enter-
prise by Floating ara,soo,coo
Bonds.
TRAVERSE THE STATE
• FROlic END TO END.
The latest thing in the great era oil
growth and improvement which has
struck Hopkineville is the probable
coming of the Cairo and Cumberland
Gap railroad, says the Hopkiasville
New Era.
Last night a meeting of represen-
tative business men was held in the
parlors of the Hotel Latham, where
they were addressed by Mr. John W.
Landrum, of Mayield, 'who outlined
the progress already made with the
road.
The meeting was to have been held
today, but Mir. Landrum arrived
earlier and the business men, princi-
pally manufacturers, were called to-
gether last night.
There has been no definite step
taken by the railroad people with re-
gard to this city, but they have al-
ready graded six miles between
Wickliffe and Mityfield and have the
entire right of way secured to the
latter point. The direct course would
bring the road through Hopkinsville
and acting upon this it was decided
last night to get into immediate cor-
respondence- with the promoters and
show thaw what inducements could
be offered by this section. The
promoters of the road have financed
the enterprise by floating a $12,4
sol000 issue of bonds.
The road as projected will traverse
the state of Kentucky almost from
end to end. It wil begin at Wickliffe,
directly across the river from Cairo,
Ill., and will go to Cumberland Gap,
traversing along the line a hitherto
undeveloped country in many places
and affording direct connection at
either end with the greatest trunk
lines of the country. It will not be
paralleled by any other road and in
its course will cross five other great
systems.
This road was projected a number
of years ago, at which time there
was great interest throughout this
section over it. While its good feat-
ures were never doubted, the effort
made at that time to finance the
road failed, but now French capital
has been.interested and seems to be
a sure thing that it will be built, and
that very soon.
VERY LITTLE PURE WHISKY.
cis Per Cent. Adulterated, Says Rep-
resentative of Distillers.
Washington, D. C., Feb.. TI . —Rep-
resenting "straight" whisky distillers,
Edmund Watson Taylor, of Frank-
fort, made an argument this morning
before the interstate and foriign corn
merce committee for the literbinn
pure food bill., He said in part:
"Nearly 95 per cent, of so-called
'whisky' on sale is an invitation made
by blenders, posing as distillers.
Only 5 per cent, of straight whisky,
aged in its integrity, reaches the con-
sumer, and only z per cent. reaches
the public, under the green guarantee
stamp applied over the cork by the
government under the bottling in
bond act.
"A law should. be enacted to com-
pel rectifiers to unmask the 95 per
cent. turned out over night, that the
public could know whether liquors
sold are genuine or colored and
flavored imitations of the geed dis-
tilled output.
"Distilleries favor the bill_ Recti-
fiers oppose it because they need no
distillery, but merely a vat for mix-
ing neutral spirits and chemicals.
The pure food -bill differentiates the
products so the public can know
Which it consumes. Distillers want
every tub to stand on its own bot-
torn. The distiller is compelled by
the government to produce a bona
fide article. The rectifier allowed to
lepuriottelse imitate, makes ten har-
rel. out of one, and objects to the
public knowing the nature of bis
products. "•
William. H. Maginnis of Albany,
N. Y., is the only Roman Catholic
secretary of a Y. 24 C. A. in the
United States.
BOARD OF WORKS HOLDS
AN IMPORTANT SESSION
Worten Has the Gall to As Whose Duty It Is to Keep
Up the Old Plank Walks in Worten's Addition.
Railway Company Has No light to
Put Wires On City Poles.
'President Ed P. Noble, of the
board of public works, yesterday
afternoon, at the regular weedy
meeting of that body, raised quite an
interesting queslion, which if de-
cided in the way be tools upon some,
will mean that everybody owning
property alongside what was former-
ly the country roads, out in the sub-
urbs of the city, will have to pay for
improving the affects into which the
roads converged when time corporate
limits of the municipality were ex-
tended. This question was referred
to the city solicitor for a legal re-
port which ,he will bring in at the
next gathering of the board.
The corporate limits divide the city
and county, and as the city con-
tinues growing and extends farther
out into the county the limit are
extended accordingly by the muni-
cipality, So as to include inside the
city the growing suburbs. The
county roads run up to the cies,
limits, so that when the limits are!
extended these roads get inside the,
city to extent of the extension. That,
part of the roads gotten inside the
municipality by the limit extension
are converted into street* and main-
tained like the balance of the, thor-
oughfares controlled by the town
government. Inside this city when
a new street is run where none ex-
isted theretofore the parties owning
the abutting property have to pay
for the gravel that is put on -same in
making She improvement. After that
first improvement the city always
thereafter maintains the highway outi
of the public treasury.
Now in the outskirts of the city
where there lead the streets that end,
with the country roads going oni
through the rural districts there is
only a thin scum of gravel several
inches thick on top of the street, it
having been put there before the
corporate limits were extended, prior
So which time the highway was the
public road. The people owning the
property abutting these suburban
streets claim the city has to maiutaiu
them and put on the highways an
amount of gravel equal so that down
closer to the heart of the municipal-
ity, where streets have exiked for
rears. President Noble takes the
position that She county putting ,this
thin scum of gravel on top the
highways when they were county
roads did not put them in a condi-
tion that would be termed improved
streets' after they came inside the
city,- therefore in building the thor-
oughfares up to an equality with
other streets he thinks the abutting
property owners should be compelled
so pay the /expense and then the city
mtaintain the highways afterwards.
The solicitor 'was ordered to look
into the matter and see whether the
city has to build up these suburban
streets, 'Or 'whether the property
owners have to first do so, and then
the board of works simply Maintain
them.
Another intricate law polot was re-
ferred to the city solicitor foe a
legal opinion. That is regarding
whose duty it is to maintain some
plank walks leading from the public
street into residences out in Worten:e
addition.
IA/erten built a lot of little houses
out on *tilts beside the street, these
"stilt." being necessary. because the
,ground is low and swampy where the
!little structures stand. After build-
ing the houses a street was. opened,
and' then plankwalks standing about
ten feet up above the deep 'gutter run
from street to the door of each house
so the occupants could get in and out.
Then afterwarcht the abutting prop-
erty owners dedicated the street to,
the citly, which accepted. it and main-
tains name. No sidewalk e have ever
been bililt along there, and now
Worten has notified' the board of
works that if they don't repair these
plankwalks running from the street
to the front of the houses that they
are liable to fall down with someone
and cause injury that will culminate
in the city being stied for damages.
These walk; were built by Wortsn
but were there when the city accepted
the street. The board yesterday
started to' order the people to tear
down the vehlke if the city is respon-
sible for their maintainance-bccause
thet is a business the municipality
does not happen to engage in, build-
ing plank walks up to peoples' front
;
doors and then maintaining them.
Finally the matter was referned'to the
city solicitor to look 4p the law dad
see if the city had to. look after the
walks or bridges leading into the
homes, and if they do, probabilities
are a move to take them down, would
cause others to repair them, because
carted way, this would leave no
means to enter the homes.
City Solicitor Campbell informed
the board that the street railway.
company did not have any right to
aettach its trolley wires - to the city.*
electric light poles, therefore they
will have to either take Them Sown-
or make other arrangements with the
city government. There are existing
ordinances which state the street rail-
way company can attach certain over-
head wires to the poles maintained
for the city elecaric light system,
provided the street car company
pays a certain suds each year to the
city for every pole. The car com-
pany has gone ahead though and
attached its trolley wire to about
three hundred city poles, and great
complaints have been made, because
the heavy trolley pulls the poles over
to the extent that at many points it
looks like the poles are about to
topple over and kill some one. It
was ordered by the board of works
ttrat General Manager "John Bleecker,
of the car company, appear before the
body next Wednesday and see what
is to be done, because the car line
contemplates putting up new trolley
wiring this spring over their entire
system, so i.f they cannot connect
with the city poles other arrange>.
risents are to be made.
Superiniendent Keebler, of the
lighe plant, was directed to look
atteit. the stump sweet corner arc
lighip which go out around the city,
periodicaely and leave ttings in
Td City Engineer Washington
there referred the complaint of Mrs:
Simpson of George street, near Fifth,
that water overflowed her property
on account of the street inspector
putting in some sewer pipe under-
neath George street, and fixed them
so the mouth caused the water to
empty on her property. The engi-
neer is to see if something cannot
be done towards turning the water
off her property. She thceatens to
sue for damage, if something is not
dope.
The earth around the end of the
sewer running under the, fill near
Baumer's old' dairy close by the poor
farm has been washed away and
souse thing will have to be done. It
was decided to wait anIct see What the
couuil would do in the premise".
T4esewer has also been damaged
by ater on South Sixth street near
MatOson's flower garfclen, and the
engineer was directed to hook into
this 'and see wthet can be accomp-
lished to remedy matters.
Mk. Richardson, of Ninth street
between Norton and Caldwell, com-
plained by letter to the board that
irriproper sewer drainage in that vi-
cinity caused water ,to overflow his
property, and tfhis protest went to
the engineer also.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott is
repairing Meyers street toward* the
•loath end, and has placed several
hundred loads of gravel on it, but it
taleep considerable yet, and the board
empowered him to buy fifty more
loads.
It was ordered that no extra frre-
man be employed to go out with
the chaingafig to help clean the
etree'te unarm there are more than
six city lockup prisoner* being
worked out. Where there are less
than six prisoners the deputy city
jailer can, well look after the Men
and prevent their escape white they
are cleaning the public thorough-
fares. Heretofore an extra man has
been carried along to guard the men
wheelies, than six were being work-
ed, but this is a usiedess expellee.
Last year the Western Union Tel-
egraph company, abandoned a num-
ber of its pole* on Broadway be-
tween Ninth and Thirteenth *mete,
on new ones being put up while the
Postal Telegraph company abandoned
some of its on Fourth between Mon-
roe and Broadway. Despite 'they
have finieleed using chose in question
and they have laid idle, stilt these
have 'never been removed and ob-
struct the public thoroughfare. The
board of works ordered that they be
moved right away and be taken off
the street.
When the Pittsburg Coal company
opened its office here the concern
moored its river docks at the foot
of Washington streets and built a
street leading down the levee to th!
coal barges in the river. Now. there d •is lup i question as to whei,her the
: ' t • 1-.:1 :••-• ' '.cr :77rC". Cee'reelee7. dere, an
„ .
levee 'street leading down to the
docks and this proposition was refer-
red to the city solicitor for him to
look into their contract with the
city.
Henry A. Peteer was awarded the
contract -for furnishing three-ply
black Diamond composition roofing
to go on the roof of the electric
light ,stible on Madie street be-
tween Ninth and Tenth'
IS NOT LEGAL
BLEEDS TO DEATH.
Young Man Afflicted With Hemo-
philia),NSuccumbs at Princeton.
Princeton, ItCy., Feb. 21 . —George
Rammer,' a young mars aged twenty
years, died at his home, at 627 North
Hart street, from loss -f blood.
For twelve days the Young man
had been bleeding at the nose, and
was afflicted with what is kniasin in
the medical profession as ^he
philia," or lack of eoagulating prop-
ernes of the blood. Instead of co-
agulating, the blood continues to flow
and it is necessary for extreme meas-
ures to be taken to stop the flow.
The young man bad been wfflicted
with the disease all his. life, and sev-
eral years ago came near dying from
having a tooth pulled.
GOES INTO EFFECT
ON FIRST OF MARCH.
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 2I.—" Quaran-
tint, which in this instance means de-
tention and inspectioa, goes into
effect against Havana and all Cuban
and other tropical ports on March t."
This is the statement made by Dr.
Rhett Goode, health officer of the
city of MIchile. It is a quarantine in
a modified form.
A Mistake.
By being mislead the Register
stated that B. F. Daniels, a 'United
States marshal. of Nogales, Arizona
arrested for alleged fraud, was Ben
Daniels, who formerly lived in Mr- , Drunk and Disorderly.
trepolia IW This was a naistake.f R. H. Moombia. Aticattd. PaU. S. Marshal Daniels is another the charge of being drunk and dieor-
man entirely and possesses an excell-; derly by Officer 'Pad, Ternea. He
ent reputation and came clear an the is a rtvite man and was bitten from
xamining trial. The correction is the Whitethc„ad ressinarant on Broad-
























Opinion That Such a Move
Would Not Be Legal.
00000000      0.
There has been virtually 0
dropped the little "boomer- 0
ang" Mayor Yeiser sprung 0
last Monday night at the 0
council meeting, ais regards 0
separating the. city end coon- 0
cil from a taxation stand- 0
point, as yertarday afternoon 0
at a o'clock daring the meet- 0
ing of the committee selected 0
from bOth boards to look into 0
the question, City Solicitor 0
James Caingsbell, Jr., sigma- 0
ted those officials his legal 0
opinion, which shows that the 0
separatism cannot be effected, 0
therefore the parties owning 0
property here in the city 0
will have to continue to pay 0
O .= for maintainance of their 0
O of the county govern- 0
O resent.. Thew cOrtunitsess can 0
O do nothing more than report 0
O back to their respective 0
0 boards to Z one s .fiect and 0





Mrs. Lillie Davis Given Vert:114N.Against Townsend Smith.
Chicago, N., Feb. TT . —Mrs Lit-
he Davis was given a verdict 0144,-
coo agonise Townseod Smith, es real
estate dealer, in Judge Writ/leo eiert
yeaterdXy. The price was fixed for
knees which it ie said Smith gave
Mrs. Smith without her consent.
Mrs. Davis, althertigh unable to tell
the exact number of kivses implanted
on her cheeks by, Smith, asked for
$io,000 damages.
PITTSBURG GOES DEMOCRATIC; '
REFORMERS WIN BIG VICTORY
THE SMOKY CITY CASTS OFF TILE SHIA.KLES OF CORPORA-
TION DOMINATION AND DISCARDS THE COLLAR OF THE
REPUBLICAN BOSSES AND GRAFTERS—ME STATE RING,
PRICK AND HIS BARREL, THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD,
STANDARD OIL AND STREET RAILWAY MAGNATES OVER-
THROWN BY THE PEOPLE AND UTTERLY ROUTED—THE
PEOPLE REIGN SUPPREME IN THAT CITY.
Pittsburg' Pa., Feb. at.—Pittsburg here, the expectation of Frick, and
yesterday joined, the growing list of other larger holders of real estate,
great municipal cities that hate of securing municipal legislation that
thrown off the yoke of boss and would greatly enhance the value of
grafter. Neither the powerful poli- their property and the granting of
'icet influence of the old 'state riag sasiseeebillIIS to a bug etteseerailway
represented here by former Senator corporation that wants to build a
William Flinn nor the inexhaustible subway here which it would ultimate-
barrels of H,. C. Frick. the Mellon.,
the Pennsylvania Railroad and the
Standard Oil Corporation could save
their millionaire candidate, A. W.
Jenkinson, from defeat.
The Toby manufacturer who as-
pired to Pittsburg's mayoralty' chair
is buried tonight under a landslide
that will give George W. Guthrie, the
Democratic candidate, a majority of
from 5,000 U.
And this means also
Guthrie will 'be the first
greater Pittsburg.
Despite the fact the: the director
of public works, E. Mt Bigelow, and
the entire pay roll of his department,
deserted the Guthrie camp at the
eleventh hour and took ever to the
Jenkinson forces their votes, and a
big campaign fund which had been
collected, and despite the fact that
repeaters were brought into Pitts-
burg yesterday and the day before in
such numbers that the jails are
literally crowded with them tonight,
these influences for Yettkinson were
not even noticeable in the great out-
pouring of voters, determined that
Pitteburg should no longer be under
the domination of a ring.
•
Many Hopes Spoiled.
With the republican defeat goes
the hope of the Pennsylvania of ob-
taining several valuable franchises
that Mr.
mayor of
ly turn over to a San Francisco col-
poration that will soon absorb it.
Most significant of all the features
of Jenkinson'e defeat, however, is the
fact that it means the early blight-
ing of the boont for the presidency
in Western Pennsylvania. Jenkinson
was to stand as the representative of
the Knox movement. Behind him
Was to be the great corporate inter-
ests that supported his candidacy and
the political backing of the old state
machine, aided by its recently pur-
chased newspaper organs here. To-
night there is no Jenkinson, no Boss
Flinn, no state ring, and the Knox
boom, so far as Pittsburg is con-
cerned has "died a-bornin'."
REFORM WINS
IN PHILADELPHIA
City Party Puts the '''Repablic.ifita
to Rout in the Municipal
Election.
..•••111•111M
IPhilactelphia, Feb. 21.--'18t, a result
of yenterday'e election In this cis's..
the Republican party -is again.. in th•
minority. The contest hinged on
election of two police magistrates,
and Boric, the reform or 'City party
candidate, with demecratic kiderse-




THEY WILL BE TRIED DUR-
ING COMING CRIMIN4L
TERM. s
Chief Deputy William Kidd Yester-
day Commenced Work on the
Criminal Docket.
Chief Deputy William Kidd of the
circuit clerk's office, yesterday corn-
nrencedi getting things ready for khe
criminal term of, court .that will be
opened by Judge W. M. Reed the
first Monday in April and continued
for three weeks. He is flow enter-
ing up the different notations upon
the many indictments corning up,
while 'he will get the docket in shape
within the next week.
This coming term of criminal court
will be about the most important
held for many years, as there are five
murder charges to come -up for trial.
The accused are Clarence Powers,
Rufus Brunson, Jim Drane, and Kid
Holloway, colored, and Willis Mount,
white.
Christmas Eve Bronson found Will
Gills, colored at the home of
Brunson's woman, Jennie Grundy, of
Twelfth and Jones streets, and they
had trouble, Brunson stabbing Gills
fatally in the stomach.
Christmas Eve Jim Draw, colored,
knocked Ed Ewell, colored, in the
head with a stick of wood at the
Thompson store, three miles from
this city on the. Paducah and Cairo
pike. Ewell died the next day. .
One night Kid Holloway, colored,
got in trouble with another darky
at the home of Georg Travis, colored,
of Twelfth and Terrell streets. Hollo-
way pulled 'his gun to shoot at the
antagonist, when TraN,is jumped in
'between to prevent trouble and re-
ceived the bullet in his head, pro-
dneing instant death.
Clarence Powers, colored, shot
George Miller, colored, at 1 20 Ken-
tucky avenue, February 7th, and
killed him. Powers was bartender
in the saloon, while Miller cooked in
the restaurant in the rear of the
building. Powers got mad because
Miller had to wake him up so as to
get in the building early one morn-
ing to open for business. Powers
shot Miller three times through the
head.
Willis Mount, white, is charged
with killing Willis 'Nutty, the jockey,
in a gambling room above The Stag
saloon, on North Fourth street.
Mlount has been tried once, got
eighteen years, 'but this was reversed
and several continuances afterwards
given him.
HOUSEBREAKERS




Tom Elilison, Bartender, Charged
With Robbing Jessie Harris,
Mayfield of $130.
of
Yesterday morning in 'the police
'court there were arraigned William
Albritton, Willis Dunlap and Harry
Proctor, colored, who are charged
with breaking into the Lem Jones
saloon over one year ago and stealing
some whiskey and other goods. Their
cases were continued over until to-
day.
Tom Ellison, the bartender, was
arraigned on the charge of stealing
$13o from Jessie Harris, of Nlayfield,
but the matter was postponed until
today. Harris is related to Sheriff
Harris, of MIayfield, and claims that
while he and Ellison were "rounding"
out on Court street that the Padu-
cahan took the money from him.
Ellison was fined $1 and costs for
being drunk.
Tom Eaker was given a continu-
ance until today of the breach of the
peace charge against him. • '
There was dismissed the warrant
charging George Goodman with
keeping his bottle liquor house open
eine week from bat Sunday and sell-
ing whiskey to parties. The ones
charged with buying the liquor reside
in Mayfield and they coukl not be
gotten here as witnesses.
(Wesley Pendleton and Brownie
'Hale, colored, were dismissed of the
charge of disorderly condfuct.
A fine of $1 and costs was as-
sessed against J. F. Fraim for being
drunk.
This is told of James Lick, the ec-
centric San Francisco
who founded the famous observatorf
bearing his name. Wheta taking any-
one into his service he always( ask-
ed the person to plant a tree upside
down—the /:crots in the air, the
branches under ground. If there
were any protests the map was at
once sent away, Lick saying that he




TURKISH BATH, BARBER SHOP
AND OFFICE PROBABLY
BE THERE.
Lagomaraino and Dick Davis Return-
ed From Memphis, Tenn.,
Last Night.
Probabilities are that a barber
Shop and Turkish bathroom will be
on the north side of the pasement of
the Elks' .building, on North Fifth,
near Jefferson street, while an office
will be on the other side of the base-
ment or that adjoining the postoffice.
Applications 'have already been made
te the trustees of the building by
parties wanting to occupy the respec-
tive places for the purposes men-
tioned.
•The Elks' home is going up in
such a manmer that stone steps lead
from thtvaidewalk on Fifth street
right down under the main entrance
into the basement, and the latter is
well situated for an office on one
side and barber shop arid Turkish
bath on the other.
Messrs. L. sA. Lagomarsino and
Dick Davis returned last night from
Memphis, Tenn., where they have
been the past few day& looking
through the ITC% building recently
completed there by the Elks. They
went down so as to get some ideas
to be utilized when there is com-
pletod here the Elks'home. They
made this inspection so as to know
what to buy when the Paducah struc-
ture is furnished.
The bricklayers are still at work
on the local building, while the car-
penters have put in the window sills
for the second floor, the brickwork
having reached that point.
SUED FOR BOOZE 1
WRIGHT AND TAYLOR Wd‘NT
$75 FROM HENRY
DOUGLAS.
Carl *Murphy Thinks the Illinois Cen-
tral Should Pay Him $2 '000—
Fisher's Discharge Refused.
Wright and Taylor, of Louisville,
yesterday in the circuit court filed
suit against Henry A. Douglas for
$75 claimed due for one Carrel of
Bourbon plaintiffs sold defendant
Douglas is the grocer and saloonist
of South Third street, who several
days ago closed his doors and quit
on account of bad business.
$2,000 Damage Sought.
'Carl Murphy sued the Illinois Cen-
tral for $2,000 damages. He was
employed as a section hand down on
the new Cairo division of the road,
and while he and others on June 14th,
1905, were riding along on a handcar
en route to Barlow an approaching
train came near catching them. To
escape Murphy had to jump from the
handcar, and at that time they were
going over a high trestle. He fell
twenty feet below in a tree, broke
several ribs, sustained internal in-
juries and was hurt otherwise. He
claims the' foreman of the section
was at fault and caused the mishap.
Delivery of Horse.
Yest*rilay in the commit of Justice
Charles Emery he dismissed the suit
of J. W. Spores against J. W. Sand-
erson for recovery of a horse. The
action had been brought in the name
of Spores, when in fact it developed,
that his wife owned the horse he
traded to Sanderson. After making
the deal Spores was not satisfied and
sued for return of his beast from
Sanderson, instituting the action in
his name. when he should have done
so in the name of hi, wife, therefore
the dismissal.
Disbarge Refused.
.Referee E. W. %Irby, of the bank-
rupt court, has refused to grant Tay-
lor 0. Fisher a discharge in bank-
ruptcy because the latter did not
keep books on his accounts, show-
ing his- sales, receipts, etc.
Attachment Actions.
Last evening in the court of Justice
Charles Emery there were filed two
suits against Henry A. Douglas, the
grocer and saloonist, who has been
doing business on Third between
Tennessee and Jones streets, and
who several days ago closed tip his
establishment on account of bad
trade. One action was by the Rosen-
blatt company, of California, for $57,,
claimed due for canned goods Doug-
las bought of them, while the other
was by the St. Louis Dressed Beef
company for *in Roth were attach-
ment actions and the, officers took
charge of the establishthent.
Puryear. of Abstract Co.,knows or
can discover all that is knowable or
discorerablaaabout your title
ill be had '-by leased %wires from not be dog
t—
11 Amusements
•••••••••••••••••••••000,00 and wear charming costumes becom-
• ingly. Among the scenic effects, the
cyclone scene and the snowstorm,
are the ones most 'talked about, al-
though these are only two of the
many startling features in this de-
partment.The Commodores of Comedy.
One of the features of a minstrel
show is its monologue. The mon-
ologuist nowadays is always selected
from the front ranks of minstrelsy.
A decided novelty in the way of a
double monologue will be given by
Tommy. Donnelly and Harry C.
Shunk with the Donnelly & Hatfield
magnificent minstrels this season.
Both of the e gentlemen have been
associated with the Al G. Field
greater minstrels for years and both
have made reputations for themselves
as monologue artists of the higheit
class. Mr. Donnelly is considered
one of the best negro delineators in
the business. Mr. Strunk is conced-
ed to be one of the best singing com-
edians on the minstrel stage today.
In their double monologue they are
at their best with up-to-date songs
and sayings. At The Kentucky on
Friday night of this week.
One night only, the Fitzsimmons
and O'Brien fight pictures will be
seen at The Kentucky Feb. 22 . This
will be the only chance for our local
fans to witness these wonderful pict-
ures as they are only to be shown in
this locality for one week as they are
due in New York the week following.
The pictures are said to be the best
that have ever been, taken of an in-
door fight, notwithstanding that the
arena was full of smoke at the time.
The full thirteen rounds are shown
and the collapse of Fitz is clearly
shown. Twenty-five and fifty cents
Will be the price asked, and reserved
seats can be 'had at the usual place.
• The "Wizard of OW."
The "Wizard of Oz," with all its
pretty girls, clever comedians and
dazzling smile effects will be seen
at The Kentucky on Monday night
of next week. It will be with regret
if it ever becomes necessary, that the
American public will bid farewell to
"The Wizard," the Scarecrow, the
Tin Woodman, Dorothy Gale, Trix-
ie Tryfle and all the other characteis
which have made this one of the
most popular attractions of the day.
Seldom is an entertainment devised
that contains so many elements of
success as does this extravaganza.
Music and mirth are most happily
blended, and, added to this, "The
Wizard" is one of the best scenic
productions seen in a long time.
Two most unique characters are the
tin woodm a n and the scarecrow,
and they are most wonderfully por-
trayed by Stone and Nice, and it
would indeed be hard to imagine any
other comedians playing the parts
better. No prettier chorus will be
seen in a local playhouse for a long
time, and it is a matter of comment
wherever "The 'Wizard" plays tha.
all the girls are able .to sing and
dance as well as to look beautiful
HALLIDAY HOUSE'
WILL ALSO BUILD BIG
ADDITrON AT CAIRO.
Four Stories, 50 by moo Feet,
and Will Cost
$50,000.
After several days' conference by
the gentlemen representing the W.
P. 'Halliday estate, including Maj. E.
W. Halliday, Mr. Wt P. Halliday
of Mlerrrphis; Dr. Elbert Wing and
Mr. L. P. Parker, the plans for the
grand addition to be built to The
Halliday were finally approved and
the contract for the brick work was
'et to W. R. Halliday, says the Cairo
Bulletin.
The new addition will cost $50,00o.
It will be a four story structure above
the street, 50x100 feet in dimensions.
It will be, built as an extension of the
south wing of the hotel and will fol-
low the line of the Illinois Central
railroad tracks, at a slight angle.
It will contain fort.), rooms, each
with a bath, toilet, heater, electric
light and telephone and this will
make the hotel a 150 room house. On
the ground floor there will be four
large sample rooms on the south
side, for the accommodation of
traveling men, these rooms to be sup-
plied with baths and all modern con-
veniences. On this floor there will
also be the barber shop and a fine
billiard and pool room, with tile floor,
and a broad archway will connect
it with the present bar. The whole
will conform in general design and in
detail to the present main structure.
An electric light plant will be in-
stalled and every room in the hotel
will be supplied with electric light,
and telephones.
The nee.I of this increased capac-
ity of the hotel has been manifest
for some time; the popularity of the
establishment with the trave:ing
public and the steadily growing com-
mercial importance of this city, has
caused it to be crowded almost con-
stantly for some time past, so that
the important step about to be takes'
is but in compliance with a well de-
fined public demand.
Karatheodory Pasha, once Turkish
minister of foreign affairs, who died
in Constantinople the other day, was
the last survivor of the Turkish pleni-
potentiaries at the Berlin congress.
He was of Greek descent and was
born at Constantinople in July, 1833.
moThe /Largest Fortunelm 
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today




You can start for $1. We pay four









PADUCAH REAL ESTA M. WESTERN KENTUCKY ?AMU SAn
avorrniLy PAYMEN? LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAIJIWTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT. •
1
LOOP it W. warrrEmositc. PachauSbn 0
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLOR S.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HA&
EVER BMCN OFFERED TO THE P1J3L.IC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDI5.R TO -MATCH.
FOR THE wax SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLU-
EAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR il SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi...
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tfic PER SINGLE ROLL
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, zoc., zsc, socr
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICE,
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA HELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVUABIX
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDER' TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS i*
THE VERY LATEET DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS. AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BRIT VALUES FOR THE MONEY.






Steam and Hot Water heating.
Mae 133. 514 Broadway.
A •
Undertakers and Embalmers,
13o SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. Kl‘•
MAIM, EFINGER & CO.
Nano Washingeishos
',Ile most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce Unless, of course, you own a
Hot Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed an d no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free
Ed D. Hannan ..
Both Phones aot. 133 South Fourth St., 323 Kentucky Avenue.
Abram L. Well &Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.








It la poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS g t
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.









We Write Anything in Insurance





According to newspaper reports
Meyers is under contract with Louis-
ville.
"Big" Myers, who played first for
Hopkinsville and Princeton has ac-
ocsepted Cairo terms, which have been
bulletined with secretary Farrell,
.cinching his services.—Cairo Citizen.
Cairo has landed big, Jake Grin-
stead, his contract Wing received.
-Grinstead is a pitcher and was rec-
-onamended last spring by Dummy
+finches but no satisfactory terms
town tie arranged with the teat 111411
he went from Danville, Ky., to Fow-
ler, Ind., where he played independ-
ent ball.
Pitc'her Duggan -sold by Vincennes
to the New York Alnericane, who is
said to be displeased because of the
talk of farming him to Indianapolis,
should remember that it is a long
jump from Knox county to the na-
tion's metropolis. And then, too)
Caesar was not the only person to
whom ambition proved fatal.—In-
,clianapolis News.
Unless the present prans come to
naught, Mayor Beyers of Mattoon
and Mayor Richter of Charleston,
will figure quite prominently tn the
initial baseball .game at Urban park
when the Mattoort-Chadeston club
snakes its debut at a member of the
Kitty league. It is down on the
program that Mayor Richter is to
pitch the first ball thrown and Mlayor
Meyers will be stationed behind the
bat and receive the curve in his big
mit, providing, of course, he doesn't
•-drop it.
The Cincinnati Enquirer of Sunday
says:
"Eddie Carter, the crack little
shortstop who has a national reputa-
tion among semi-professionals, re-
turned to his home in Rushville, Ind.,
from Riverside, Cal., tonight and has
signed to play shortstop with the
Cairo, Ill.. K. I. T. league. He was
given a trial by Columbus, 0., league
team last season, but owing to ill
health did not go on the diamond
during the season . It was him who
played such phenomenal ball in this
• city against the Cincinnati Reds in
i9o4, and won admiration of Kelly
and others of the team.
Chairman Farnbaker of the sched-
ule committee his announced that
if the committee will meet in March
• and that the persons interested in the
league may attend the meeting and
offer suggestions. He also announces
that he will not attempt to frame a
schedule this year as he received too
many "roasts' on previous ones. It
is to be regretted that he will not
try his hand this season because he
is one of the best in the business.—
Vincennes Capital.
That meeting will be held at the
Hotel Rexfor Centralia, Sunday,
March It. Furthermore all the league
members will be invited to be present
at the meeting and have not only a
voice but a vote in the election of
the schedule, the chairman consider-
ing it best to broaden tbe scope of
the work of selecting. Regarding the
chairman drawing up and submitting
a schedule, he cannot with propriety
de so under existing conditions.
• Previously he had been instructed by
the league to draw them up and enter
the list of competitors. He has
drawn up every schedule that has
been used by the league during the
past three years, except the first one
which came near bankrupting the
teams paying railroad fares. It lasted
just two weeks and the chairman was
instructed to draw up another as a
substitute. If, however, none of the
schedules submitted at the Centralia
meeting do not please, and the k-ague
desires it, the chairman can and will
draw up one in the hotel in the
•course of two hours, but he will not
undertake to give each and every
club all Sunday and holiday games
at home.
. The street ear company 'has decid-
ed to build a new grand stand at
West Side park. The stand will be
of the same size as the present one,
says the facldsonville Courier.
The 'company decided not to change
the diamond to that the batter would
bat in a northwesterly direction, but
to leave it as it now is. This gives
only the right fielder the sun and in
any league the outfielders always car-
ry smoked glasses so that it will be
of little coneequente.
In the new stand every modern con-
venience will be found. In the front
will be the boxes, for which 23 cents
admission will be charged. Seats in
this stand back of ,he box., will cost
is Cent*. The company also will re-
model the old stand and place it in
a safe condition and the charge to
this 'stand will be to cents. Meech-
era will be erected and the total seat-
ing capacity probably will be 2,500
when everything is complete.
In the old days of the Western as-
dollf m
hociation when JarksWmtville was a
ember of that body we had no Sun-
day baseball and the attendance ran
up to 600 and 700 every day and the
series often ran for three weeks.
Since we 'haveltad an independent
team and pl.yeirSunday ball We Save
bad crowds that numbered 2xxxa On
Nis showing Jacksonville looks good
when we get league baseball and we
predict that games will he ployed the
corning .summer that will be witness-
ed by 3,000 people, or more. In. fact,
Jacksonville should bs the best town
in the Kitty league if the team makes
any kind of showing.
Frank Belt is busy these days sign-
ing playeri and says he expects to be
in the runn,ng from the jump. Belt
also says that people who tItinic the
Kitty league is slow are going to be
badly fooled. He predicts that thei
class will be almost as fast th;s year
as the Three Eye league and we
agree with hint.
COCKRAN DEPLORES REPORT.
Refuses to Discuss Rumored Engage
merit to Mrs. Jack Gardner.
Washington, Feb'. 20.—W hen asked
c of
engagement to Mrs. Jack Gardner,
of Boston, Representative Bourke
Cockran, of New York, said: "I can
not discuss, I can only deplore such
an unauthorized use of the lady's
name."
'RESCUE MISSION
REV. CHILES RECEIVED SIX
DONATIONS OF Stoo
EACH.
Prayer Services Be Held This Even-
ing at Tennessee Street
Mission.
Rev. R. W. Chiles has secured do-
nations of $loo each from six firms
and indivuduals here in the city, who
contribute this amount to the fund
being gotten up so the divine can
purchase the building now rented by
himself and wife for their noble
work at the Rescue Mission, on
South Third street. He is only after
Slots subscriptions first, when he will
then drop down into the smaller
sums. Those donating that amount
already are Dr. S B. Caldwell, Dr.
Washburn, Counci man Louis Kolb,
James A. Rudy, L. B. Harbour and
Friedman & Keiler.
When Contractor William Katter-
john offerred to st,11 the building to
Rev. Chiles he gave until the last
of this month for the deal to be
closed, but he will now grant an ex-
tension to the rescue people, in order
to give them evey opportunity possi-
ble of getting up the money to pur-
chase the quarters so they will not
have to shift their location for work.
Rev. Chiles thinks they will have
no trouble in getting up the re-
quired amount as everybody has lib-
erally responded with contributions.
West End Mission.
This evening prayer services will
be conducted by Rev. T. J. Owen at
the ..Wket ..End-Tenneseee ..street
Methodist Mission church, at the
residence of Mr. Sutherland. A cor-
dial invitation is extended to every-
body to the present.
WI C. T. U. Today.
Mrs. Anna Friant, the county presi-
dent of the W. C. T. U. will have
charge of the meeting this afternoon
by that body, at which time "Litera-
ture" will be the 'abject for discus-
sion.
Mite Society.
The/Mite society of the Evangel-
ical church will meet this afternoon
with Mirs. William Katterjohn, of
South Fifth street.
Card From Rev. Chiles.
To the citizens of Paducah:
Shall the Union Rescue Mission
Inter-Denominational work fail? now
duly incorporated with trustees com-
posed of the best business men and
irepresentatives cl the churches oi
this, our growing city, just now
coming into great prominence, as the
leading commercial, manufacturing
and religious center of this the west
end of our proud state. Kentucky.
with its, successful business houses,
wholesale and retail, prosperous
banks, beautiful churches, river and
railroad facilities, with a population
of twenty-five thousand people and
tight years of experience of this
gresily needed work, with reasonabk
success, with the amount given by
you for the purpose of ministering
and lnitking after the needy poor.
I as your selected) general manager
am ready. to say: "We knowing you
as a philanthrophic and charitable
people but without referring to what
has been would say that the present
and future need of this work is own-
ership of lot and building 431 south
Third street, adequate for the work;
and failure at this time means a fatal
stab to a work eminent importance.
and if caredi for now will prove a
credit and a 'blessing to you."
R. W. CHILES, Pastor
Three giant brothers named
Phillips are among the new nitmbers
of the British parliament and all are
Wynford Phillips, returned
from Pembroke county, is 6 felpt 3
inches tall; Owen borough, and Ivor
Phillips. 6 feet 4 inches, ia from
Southampton. The three stalwarts
are sons of Rev. Sir Enigmas
Phillips. -
HELPED HOBSON
FRANK KELLY SAYS HE WAS
ONE OF EIGHT BRAVE
..-•
MEN.
He Has Returned to Princeton After
Three Weeks Confinement in
Railroad Hospital.
If the word of Frank Kelly
amonnts tb anything Paducah for
three weeks past has had in her midst
one of the heroes that Twined Lieut.
Richard Pearson Hobson sink the
Merrimac in Santiago Bay during the
heighth of the Spanish-American
Theo: is nothing known to
doubt the work of Kelly, and prob-
ably he is what he claims to be, al
survivor of that incident.
Several months ago Kelly com-
menced working for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad at Princeton, and the
first of this month was attacked with
illness, and brought here for confine-
ment at the railroad hospital where
he recovered sufficiently to be dis-
charged last Saturday and returned
to Princeton to his duties. Several
tines he remarked to the surgeons
and attendants at the hospital that
they were unavrareof caring for a
man who had a history, but he re-
fused to divulge anything to them
until just before he left last Saturday.
He then informed the physician that
he was in the United States navy
during the Spanish-American war,
and that when Lieut. tllobson looked
around for men to go with hint on
his dangerous trip of wrecking the
Merrimac at the entrance of the bay
he picked Kelly and seven others,
who successfully performed the naval
feat that made reputations for them
the world over. Kelly talked very
interestingly of the trip just before
returning to Princeton, but modestly
refused to divulge anything before
that time for fear he would be gazed
upon as a curiosity.
'Fle is a man of about fifty years
of age and just to look at him no-
body would imagine he had personal-
ly assisted in a brave act that goes
down in history as an advanced feat-
ure of a short but brisk war.
INVESTIGATION ORDERED
BY COMMERCE COMMISSION.
Washington, Feb. ao.—The inter-
state commerce commission has or-
dered an investigation of the rates
and practices of the railroad carriers
engaged in transporting oil from
Kansas and Indian Territory to inter
state destinations, the hearing to be
1-eld at Kansas City, Mo.. March 12,
1906. The investigatson is based up-
on a petition of the Kansas City Oil
Producers' Association, embracing a
number of charges
MAKE ELECTION AN OBJECT
Indiana Democrats Agree to Return
Fourth of Salaries If Successful.
Evansville, Ind. 20. —According to
a resolution passed by the democrats
of Spencer county, Indiana, today the
democratic candidates for county
offices will in the event of their elec-
tion turn one-fotirth of their salatica
into the county treasury.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Special siscurnon Rates.
On February 20th, 1906, the Illinois
Central Railroad company, will sell
tickets at extremely low borne seek-
ers' excursion rates from Paducah to
various points in 'Mississippi, Louis-
iana, Mexico, Kansas, Missiouri, In-
dian Territory Texas, Nebraska,
North and South Daketa and to
other territory in the West and
South, tickets good for 21 days to
return, and for stop-overs on the go-
ing trip.
One-Way Colonists.
One the same date, one-way seC-
orti class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco. Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.




T. A., Union Depot.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splenetic' Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every person who sends one dol-
lar to pay for a year's stibstription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Me., and Farm' Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, 24 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed, in the. process.
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the •character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
01st and best semi-weekly family
pd5er in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is :.he fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time masked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
stib6oription9 at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money ordkr, registered !ether or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address.
SUB9CRIPTION DEPARTM EMT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
Low Rate to biaalrrills.
On account of the Student Volun-
teer Movement of Foreign Missions,
the Illinois Central Railroad will sell
tickets from Paducah to Nashville
and return on February 26th, 27th
and 28th at $4.73 foe the round trip,
good returning until March Toth.
For further particulars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. Cl WARFIELD, T. A.,
Union Depot
Mardi Gras At New Orleans.
For the above occasion, the Illinois
Central Railroad company will sell
tickets from Paducah to New Or-
leans and return at $15.63 for the
round-trip, tickets to be sold Feb-
ruary 21st., to 26th., inclusive, and
good returning until March 3rd., with
privilege of extention until March
17th., by depositing ticket and upon
the payment of so cents additional.




T. L. Union 1)-pot.
Low Rate to Louisville.
On account of the meeting of the
department of Superintendence-Na-
tional Education Association at Lou-
isville, the Illinois Central Railroad
company will sell tickets February
24th, 25th and 26th from Paducah at
$6.95 for the round trip, good re-
turning until March 4th.
For further infortnatfinti apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFI1441-D, T. A.,
\Union Depot.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Guests.
The Courier-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
thee section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, sit expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louirvilh and Kentticky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Cotsicr-Yournal are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that 41it trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about Sirs,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary caws-3es. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
details of the tour.
inalene 
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
220 NORTH FIFTH STREET
- 
_ Both Phases 353
Office hours $ to so a. in., t to 3
p.m. andy to g p. in.
salwalimmilmimmilmimilriromissmersease
• Cbe Buffet 40
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD wiNge AND WHISLIES.
Everything seasonable in ths eatable line served to order.







203-205 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductsth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1155,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE)
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays a
per cent per *union on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes In Ire
proar vset ice rr- a% t , • , to Dice. You carry your ow*









Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones iv
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
OVEY OmUARe HEml E  ilCDTERpl AC RAl ANDE  T
123 N. FOURTH ST. •
1




BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,
1 J. Bleich,
224 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
Wa Offer $50.00 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVE143 THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for Ste.
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We Pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing- Fine French Clocks,
and Engli% Hall Chimst Clocks. Clacks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold' and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonts reset while you w ait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE riv ouR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined  ysc up Watch Hands toe up
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up. Watch Glasses toe up.
New Case or Hairspring asc up. Watch Keys v.
New Jewels, whole or cover soc lip.
We are the cheapest in a!tatch and Jewelry repairing in Padtesahr. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold liar
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufactur ing Jeweler and Optician.
liEW PHONE, :23 R 640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, ICY.





1VITAL QUESTIONS OFTHE REGISTEViv,aYi.''. 









'At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILlitiadid, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-slams mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months  2.50
1.25
. I0
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly ahouli report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning, Feb. 22, 5926.
The Duty of the People.
The result -of the city election in
Pittsburg is refrehing to every good
citizen in America, and especially so
to theme Who desire to see the people
once more in power in their home
cities. Hundreds of the cities have
been boss ridden by the politicians
end dominated by the grasping cor-
porahions whose owners waxed rich
on free gift grants-from the .men
they elected to govern those cities.
A bill was recently passed by the
Pennsylvania legislature for "A
Greater Pittsburg," providing for the
enlargement of that city's territory,
its bonded debt and many improve-
meets. The prospect was too invit-
ing for the machine politicians and
the powerful corporations to resist.
The-state ring, which has long been
e disgrace to the Keystone state,
swooped down on- Pittsburg and
there joined hands with the Penn-
sylvania railroad, the Standard Oil
company, the street railway compally
with H. C. Frick and his barrel to
corrupt the people at their head, all
backed by the corrupt newspapers of
the city. Thieves and thugs from
abroad were imported by car loads
and all lined up behind the republican
candidate for mayor. The patrioti:
citizens met the issue squarely and
went into the key cacterrntined to
wrest that city from the grafters and
eorruptionists, and they succeeded.
The democratic candidate, backed
by the reform element, swept the
city and Piteiburg has the eyes of
'the nation upon her. No people in
the country ever had greater odds
against them in a city election. The
corporation newspapers howled in
derision at the efforts of the people
to choke off the grasping few. They
denounced the reform element as
cranks, and deplored the city govern-
ment falling into the hands of such
people, but the people had been .mis-
led too often by such sheets, and
paid no attention to the organs own-
ed and controlled by the corpora-
tions. What has been done in Pitts-
burg can be done in any other city
if the good people will only stand
together. 1 1-,1111*
Paduoah IS a growing city and its
future will indeed he bright if the
people will only become aroused se
as to take steps to protect their in-
test-es. It has been demonstrated
that party lines are of little conse-
quence in Paducah, but the people
should not rest on their oars. When
they have elected men to office, the
people should see to it that their
representatives legislate for the peo-
ple. A man is not put in the gen-
eral council to --site his peculia-
..views, but to find out what the pen..
pie as a whole want and to vote that
way reiganikes of what he may
think on the subject. The great
curse in public affairs is the man or
men who think they know better
about what the people want than the
people do themselves, and it will not
be long before such men will be
found using their office to promote
intenests other than those of the peo-
ple who elected them. The people
of Paducah need to become fully
awake and alive to cenditione as they
really exist. Within the past twenty-
five years there has been given away
in this city franchises and grunt
that are worth no lees than half
million dollars. Who profited by
those grarits? Not the city, hut a
select few.
" Now the question arises, is Padu-
cah going to continue such foolish
lid short-sighted policy? or will the
ek come out and demand that no touch" yesterday,grants or francisises be given ltowever.
paid into the city treasury for any
conoessione made?/ This should be
a yital question with the people of
,Paducali, and they must not lexpect
some other fellow to do the fighting.
tention of the city dvvellers besides ing no conscious and no civic pride
stand 9houldia to shoulder. They are
out for everything in sight and the
course for the people as ao whpl, ta
pursue is to also be out for every-
thing in sight. Individual citizens
unorganized cannot 'expect to get
good results in a fight against or-
ganized forces. Toudh one of the
corporatiorus in Paducah and all of
the others will line up on that side.
Several of the banks are so ide.ntie
Red with that element, that it is
nothing uncommon to see their offi-
cers leave the banking houses and
go out log rolling with members of
the general council and at the polls
when there is anything the corpora-
tions want. They stand together and
have their newspaper organs so drill-
ed that it is part of their business
to befuddle the public if they can.
Five minutes at the telephone can
assemble in the private office of any
bank or corporation the represents-
tivee of the most powerful combines
in the city of Pachicah, ready with
their money, their hired attorneys
and curbstone orators to take up
the cudgel in behalf of any one of
them, and to rap the public over the
head.
The people shOtild not wait until
the eve of an election to get to-
,ether,- but should begin to lay their
plans months ahead' so that when
the time for action arrives they will
be prepared to carry out their len-
poses. Questions of vital import-
ice to the people are constantly
arising, and the city is too large to
obtain expreessione from the citizens
without the loss of much time and
something of an expense. Hundreds
of men stand ready to aid and pro-
mote any movement having for its
object the betterment of the people,
yet if they expeilt aiktilliplish any-
thing they must get 'together in an
organization that will enable them
to know upon whom tIvey may rely
for support in the movement. If the
people want anything they must do
mdnicipal ownership of public utileThe elements w'ho have designs
ties. Municipal ownership is mere-upon the city are organized and ly one device for remedying confess-
ed evils and for securing to the city
dwellers the better conditions of !ifs.
Because the American people, to a
certain extent, have failed heretofore
ie the government of American cit-
ies, it does not follow that the de
mocracy, which has revolutionized
all forms of gover.nment, chaeged
the attitude of nations -to nations,
made peace the passion of alt - f•eo-
ples, given an impulse to industrial
and commercial development of all
low this democracy will fail . the
previotie centuriet—'it does nt fled,
gievernment of American cities.."‘
Democracy has failed, temporarily,
in this - labor because dernocriey has
been engaged in labors more exten-
sive and more imperative.
But with the growth of Americin
cities the government of American
cities becomes a matter of first im-
portance to democracy itself. The
American republic is the greatest
achievement of science in modern
government, but the American repub-
lic will fall unless the sources of
power are purified.
More and more the American city
is becoming the source of power.
Its influence in state and national life
increases, not merely in proportion
te the incnease in popuLation, but in-
creases because (d ilate activities of
city life and because in the city the
concentration of political power and
of party power progresses just arothe
concentration of financial power in-
creases.
* • *
having but one object in view, and
that object money, countenances
crimes against the ballot, against de-
mocracy, such as to the individuals
themselves must seem abhonent. -
The reform of the city government,
therefore, does not simply mean a
change of parties. It does not mean
merely a c'hange in the methods of
taxation. it means a radical 'change
in. the relati n of the city govesn-
ment to the great corperations—the
railroads terminal facilities,
traction companies seeking a mon-
opoly of street service; electric com-
panies, gas. companies, power com-
panies, ,hcating companies—all seek-
ing special privileges and determined
to have them by any means, fair or
unfair.
Manifestly such a condition of af-
fairs is not long to be tolerated.
The corporations must be taught that
they are the servants sad not the
masters of the people; that their one
claim to consideration is that they
can do certain things for the public
that the public cannot have done so
well by other agencies, and that the
matter of secondary consideration,
the matter altogether of minor con-
sideration, is that the promoters of
these enterprises shall make 6 per
cent. or 6o per cent. -
The Evening Post is far from say-
ing that the only remedy is municipal
ownership; but it is frank to say that
during the past ten years the corpor-
ations have given to the advocates
of municipal ownership the but pos-
sible arguments for that change.
Certainly municipal ownershir couldThe evils of city government are not be much worse in its effests thanconfessed. The sources of this evil the present corporate control of gov-men are not yet ready to admit. The ernmental agencies. 
Americancity of today is marked by There must be a divorce. It maypolitical grafting, political bultcloz- come by better regulation of cor-ing, political cbrruption in all of its porations, by a curtailment of theirforme, because in American' cities privileges, by a partnership of theare the great .prizes for money mait• city in the profits, or it may tom!l ees and for political bosses. It is by wiping out the prevent system en-
1
cu-sibmary t, say that the corruptionstirety; by the city resuming control iof American cities is due to too much of its streets, alleys, atmosphere andpolitics. It is due just as much to underground conduits.business as it is to politics, and to If the city can build a sewer, itbad business as well as to bad poli- can build a subway. If it can build
a street it can build a street car lne.
If it can operate the fire department,
it can operate a lighting plant. There
is no idherent difficulty. There is
no economic difficulty. There is no
political difficulty greater in munici-
pal ownership than confronts the peo-
ple today under corporate master-
ship
tics. The chief contributors to local
campaign funds are corporations in
search of monopoly, and if they do
not contribute directly, those inter-
in the corporations do contrib-
ute. They make their contributions
and agreements. They settle in ad-
vance of the election the policy t6 be
pursued toward these great corporii-
like the- corporations -they must go
after it. Pittsburg the corpora-
tions, the grafters and the ring made
it their business to go after the
naming of the men to control the
affairs of that city, and the people
made it their business to see that
they did•not get it. Whet the peo-
ple of Pittsburg and other cities are
doing, the people of Paducah can do.
A commission merdhent of this-
city is authority for the statement
that the Commercial club could ob-
tain excellent results if it would take
up the matter of educating the farm-
ers about Paducah on the valug of
raising fruit and vegetable& fee the
large cities. Paducah could be made
a large shipping point for fruits and
aegetables and thereby be the means
of bringing thomanide qf dollars
from the large cities to the pockets
of our farrnees to be event with the
merchants, of this city. Wherever
t4e experiment is tried it has proven
4. be a success. Little things some-
times amount to more than big
thing's.
The movement throughout the
state to obtain contributions from
the school children+ for the perpose
ef erecting a monument to the mem-
ory of Stephen Collina Foster, who
composed "My Old' Kentucky Home,"
is a twee commendable one. The
song itself is a monument to its au-
thor and eosin live in the years to
come, yet it should be a source of
pleasure to every Kentucky parent.
The whisky people seem to be up
against it. In Paducah seven saloons
were knocked out in one round, and
Mayfield is now having an inning
with the jug houses When the whole
thing is sifted down, violations of the
law by those people are responsible
for the trouble they are having not
only in this vicinity, but everywhere
else in the nation.
•
Here's what the city of 'Baltimore
receives from the lighting and rail-
way company in that city: .
The Baltimore Railways and Elec-
tric company pays 9 per cent, of the
gross receipts, $5 a car and the city
rate of taxation on an assessment of
$5,440,457 On its proPerty.
While it may be right and proper
for property Owners in a citsl to
pay certain taxes to the county there
is no good reason why city property
should be taxed for county roads
than county property should be taxed
for city -made.
The !Smooth Boy got
not
1





Public service corporations ought
to grasp the great truth that the day
for gouging their patrons as deeply
and as continuously as possible has
gone by. Up to the present time it
has been deemed proper by many of
them to give no relief from heavy
charges except on compuhrion and
*after a 'bitter struggle_ carried to the
last extremity. Having been grant-
ed privileges of great value, thus be
coming for the time being a virtual
necessity to the community in which
they are established, they are inclined
to display a spirit of antagonism
rather than a spirit of co-operation
in their dealings with that communi-
ty. The interests of the stockholders
are regarded as paramount, so that
large, profits become only an incen-
tive to thriving after larger profits.
Greedy capital has overreached it-
self in this respect. Now it must re-
form soon or it reformation will lie
wrought by the firm hared of pehlic
control.- hr fact, its offending in the
past has been sio persistent and so.
flagrant that its voluntary reforma-
eon scent!, practically out of the
question. The obtuse possessors of
capital cannot seem to grasp the
meaning of the popular revolt against
their arrogant methosls. Those who
control the Chicago traction corn-
phnies for example, have learned
their lesson so slowly and so im-
perfectly that they find themselves
in a metit of difficulties that may
prove too much for them to solve.
The people by their supineness in the
past are largely responsible for the
defects in the education of those con-
trolling public-seritice corporations.
No other educational process, is
quite so effective as that 'based onthe principle of restitution. Repent..lance for the past sins is made com-plete only by the act of restitution.
When a corporation has taken i otherpeop)e's property by its own pecu-liar processes and has been caught
Missionary Society.
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
during elle meeting f the Missionarysociety of the First Presbyterian
church in the lecture room, Mpl.
Rev, J. L. Stuart will deliver a lee-
ture to the ladies on "The Oriental
Woman" Mts. Stuart is a missionary
to China for: the past thirty years.
and non, here with her husband,visiting their son, Dr. David 'T.
Stuart
Luther League.
The Luther league, of the Germanthe "hot Lutheran church, meets this after-politif ally, noon with s. Frank KirckhOff, Jr.,
.of South'
in the act the painful experience of
giving back the goods cannot be too
highly recommended. Not only does
this benefit persons who suffered in-
justice in the first place, but it Ia
splendidly educational. The Ch cago
Telephone company, which by the
supreme court's recent decision is
disclosed to be in the possession of
millions of money belonging to priv-
ate individuals'or firm that wen: the
company's patrons, can greatly assist
the cause of corporate enlightenment
by making full restitution is bout
unnecessary delay. It is grae'ying
to know that such restitution veil be
required of it.
DOCKS VALUE
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT Iffig;* NOT
YET PASSED ON THE
,,Q14ESTION
Number of eDeeds Lodged for Record
and Marriage Licenses Were
Issued.
• Yesterday in the cbunty court
Judge Lightfoot heard the evidence
in t-he protest where the Paducah
Dry Docks complain about the coun-
t) board of superviors raising from
$2,5oo to $7,5o0 he assessment on
the-- docks property for -*county 'end
state tax purposes. The judge heard
the appeal but has not yet rendered
his decision on same.
Property Sold.
L. D. Potter transferred to J. S.
Williamson for $3,Soo, property on
North Third street. The deed was
filed for record with the county
clerk yesterday.
Stonewall Pollock bought from R.
G. Terrell for $250, property on
Madison street in the Terrell Foun-
tain park addition.
Thomas M. Collier sold to Pat
and Kate Lally for $7oo, property on
Eighth and Harris streets.
E. R. Earle bought from Andrew
P Humburg for $500, property on
Harahan boulevard behind the I. C.
Hospital.
For $1,350, property on Harahan
boulevard was sold to Samuel W.
Dodds by Andrew P. Humburg.
Harriet Eva Parish transferred to
James Wade for $35o, property on
Hayes avenue in Mechanicsburg.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued marriage iicenec
te. the following: E. L. Young, aged
:5, and Ora L. Hocker, aged as, of
the county; Everett Hedden, aged et,




Sunday in Louisville has been for
many years a day of demoralization
instead of rest, refreshment and re-
cuperation. We believe in a Sunday
of popular freedom, enjoyment and
of such religious observance as iech
individual conscience may call for.
But a Sunday of licentiousness we
oppose.
1
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. 0.





H. T. liessig. M. D.
Residence.





....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic an Cultured Class and
is a "Lcader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.




iF YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDIn any particular with die classof Job Printing you have been
getting, push the button and our
represeatativs will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fall to produce
the desired effect. Prod of all




121 S. 4th St. Phemo1058R
NOW ON
Our Special Book and
Sheet Music Sale!
Begins Feb. 15th and continues TWO WEEKS. Better GET IN onthis for it is a GOOD THING.
Prices cut on ALL BOOKS, BIBLES and DICTIONARIES. SomeExtraordinary cuts on Popular Musiv. • 
•
*NOTICE/
Highest prise pied for second-head
ii5toVes cazd
FUrtr2ittarte.
Bay anything and sell everything.
szll-sso Court street. Old phone lett
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wages in conneeties.
_
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rpoms 3 and 4,.
Columbia Building.
Phone insi--Red.
Mrs E L Whiteside.,
OSTEOPATH
64,354 Broadway.
Phones, old 1431. Now, Or.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE Ise NORTH rm.
TELEPHONES










Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
r4 *h.- skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,









Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll















y We have decided to discontinue the factory, sile of Furniture inThe firdlidest_ Opportunit Paelu 
t
, o devote our entire energies to our 
act 
am& will
closeout our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
Ever Offered! street The -t is going COST. Thissoriliatisonacebo. grsaeleatoefstanoimpomrens;ystoecvkeroof fLurencnF niture ATVST:
keepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked in plain figures: Come early and avoid
the rush. Terms of sale Cash. TH
TWO STORES-114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.
PASSED AWAY
TO REWARD
MRS. ZILPHA FERGUSON EX-
PIRED LAST EVENING
NEAR LA CENTER.
Mother of Hon Mac D. Ferguson,
One of West Kentualty's Meat
Known Ladies.
If
Many friends inihis city will deep-
ly regret to learn that Mrs. Zilpha
Vaughan Ferguson died last evening.
at 7:30 o'clock, at their home a short
distance out from LaCenter, litallard
county, which is twenty-five miles
below this city, upon the new Cairo
division of the Illinois Central rail-
road. She was widely known in this
place where news of her dissolution
• will cause deep grief.
Several days ago Mrs. Ferguson
,was looking after her household
nu •pubes around their home when a
love accidentally overturned, and
*cansed her clothing to ignite from the
flame. This burned her body in such
a manner that she died, although at
the outset it was not thought she was
seriously injured. Her advanced
age, though, was detrimental to her
recovery.
Mrs: Ferguson was sixty-nine years
of age and born in Montgomery
county. Tenn. She was the daughter
of Granderson and F-lizabeth
Vaughan, who moved from Ten-
nessee at an early day to Ballard
county and bought a large plantation
of about 2,000 acres. Young in life
IPArs. Ferguson was united in mar-
riage to the late Rev. John D. Fer-
guson, who was a native of Massa-
chusetts, but settled years ago in
Western Kentucky, where he was a
prominent minister of the Christian
• or Campbellite denomination. He
located in Ballard county during
1859 and made that vicinity his home
ever since, although at times resided
in respective localities.
Mrs. Ferguson was one of the
best known Christian ladies of this
section of the country and was noted
for her deeds of charity and bene-
volence. Although advanced in age
she ,was always the source of much
enjoyment and pleasure to her many
friends, who found in her a woman
of noble attributes and one greatly
beloved by all. Her huiband passed
away some years ago, while her fath-
ir moved to Louisville in t866, after
death of his wife in Ballard county.
Pe expired in the Falls City during
f 7,
9.
MTS. Ferguson is survived by only
• o sons, Hon. Mac D. Ferguson.
Mtn is a member of the state rail-
toad commission from Western Ken-
tucky, and Dr. Robert Ferguecrn, of
Central Kentucky. She also left four
brothers, Mr. Sol Vatfghan, of Fifth
and .Harrison streets, in this city:
Mr. Joshua Vaughan, of Spring Hill,
Tenn.; Mr. Quincy D. Vaughan. of
Louisville, and Mr. Robert Vaughan,
of near Nashville. Tenn. Her daugh-
ter was the late Mrs,,•Gus Burnett of
this city.
Mr. Sol Vaughan left last evening
at 7:30 o'clock for LaCenter to at-
tend her bedside but reached there
a few moments after she breathed
her last. Mr. Quincy Vaughan, of
Louisville, will arrive here today to
attend the funeral services which are
yet to be completed.
ift This evening the remains, will be
brought here from La Center and
(Oaken t6 the residence orrifir. Sol
Vaughan. who makes his home with
his son-in-law, Pr. A ay -Dabney,
of Fifth and IWrison streets. The
Of/burial will occur sometime tomor-
row.
" The deceased was an aunt of Wes-
dames Henry Overbey, Frank Par-
ham, Fif G. Boone, A. S. Dabney,
Frank L. Scott, Pauline Grebensteirt.
and Messrs. ?karate and Edward
Vaughan, all of this ay.
The remains will be interred in
k Groie cemetery beside those of
er late husband, and daughter, lat-
ter Mrs. Gus Burnett.
Episcopal Mission.
Bishop Woodeock adxkessed an-
other overflowing congregation last
evening at Grace Episcopal church,
using for his topic, "Atonement and
Forgiveness." He is proving a
strong worker and effecting great
good, as evidented by the deep inter-
vitest and conversiona.The children's service at Grace,
Episcopal church will be hem at 4:15
o'clock tomorrow, afternoon, instead
of this afterdoon, as originally an-
LAWRENCE
DISMISSED
IN FIVE WEEKS RECOVERED
FROM INJURIES SUS-
TAINED AT DEPOT.
Wife of Professor Lovett Carried
'Through for Philadelphia for
Treatment—Others Ailing.
Alfred Lawrence, the Swede in-
junta) several weeks ago al the Union
depot, was dismissed yestet day from
Riverside hospital, having about re-
covered from his hurts.
One day he sat down upon the up-
raised concrete platform at the de-
pot and fell off to sleep. He was
sitting right beside the teacka and
an. engine coming along brushed, him
to one side, breaking several ribs and
causing other.  injuries that rendered
his condition quite serious for a
while. He has been laying up at. the
institution for about five weeks.
Mrs. Lovett Ill.
Yesterday there passed through
this city Prof. Lovett and wife, of
Princeton. New. jersey, en route to
Philadelphia, Pa., where the latter
goes for treatment on account of her
physical ailments. Tlity have been
at Mayfield visiting her family of
Major Hale, father of Mks. Lovett,
who was formerly Miss Mary Hale
and has often visited friends here in
this city.
Able to Be Out.
Johnnie Little, is able to be out on
the streets after a several months'
confinement as result of getting
caught under the train at Cairo and
losing a leg by amputation. He is
on crutches.
About Recovered
Mts. Lem Jones has recovered
from the effects of the operattoh she
underwent at Riverside hospital for
appendicitis. She was moved home
from the institution two weeks ago
and is now able to be up again and
well.
Hand Injured.
Minnie Conner, a 16-year-old girl,
got her hand caught and painfully in-
jured yesterday morning in some ma-
chinery at the Mergenthaler-Horton
basket factry, in Mlechaniciburg.
Swallowed
Yesterday Mr. )ohn Ryan, of the
Epperson section, brought here his
4-rear-old daughter for treatment,
she having swallowed a small nail
the day before at their home. She
pot the nail in her mouth, and
white drinking it ckopped downs tnto
her stomath, where today the doctors
will try to distoge it. The x-ray will
he used to locate the nail, and then
the means to get it out decided on.
FINE IN FIVE
BIEDERMAN FINED A TOTAL
OF $340 AT MAY-
FIELD.
Lawyers J. S. Ross, Thomas Crice
and Mr. Jake Biederman last even-
ing returned from Mayfield, where
they went Thursday evening for the
purpose of being present at the trial,
of the many actiona institluted against
Mt. Biederman for alleged violation
of the local option laws of that city
by shipping liquor into Mayfield to
respective parties. Sixteen of the
warrants were tried in the court of
Judge Bunk Gardner and out of that
number Mr. Biederman was fined
$too in one case, $600 in four others,
while the remaining nine were con-
tinued over until tomorrow, when
they will again be taken up. Al-
together- there are fifty charges
against 'him and trial of those men-
tioned reditces that number to forty
two.
Until next Mionday has been con-
tinued the large number of remaining
charges against George H. Goodman,
of this city. He was fined in quite a
nurnber of charges and the balance
were postponed until the first of
next week, when he and his attorneys
go hack to get the balanet dis-
posed of.
The liquor charges have consumed
the entire time of the court this week,
an the probabilities are that all of
next week will be taken up in this Contractor John Lane yesterday
manner, as the untried actions are rettrrned to Providence vitt. ra buss-
SIR. CHARLESTON'
CAPTAIN FRANK WAGNER TO
GO DOWN TODAY TO
LOOK HER OVER
Insurance Company Contends That It
Is 141/it Liable for Losses on the
Miasisaippi River.
.Captain Frank Wagner today goes
to Hickman, Ky., on business con-
nected with his towboat Charleston,
which is still aground there on the
sandbar, and one-quarter of a mile
from the water's edge. He expects
tribe down there a day or two seeing
how things are coming on.'
He 'has now got some carpentecs
and blacksmiths at work on the boat
putting together the broken hog-
chains that were pulled asunder when
the craft ru . up on the sandbar twci
weeks ago.
Captain Wagner seems to think he
is going to have some trouble col-
lecting the insurance money from
the Provident-Washington Insur,
ance company. In that concern he
carries $2,800 worth of insurance,
indemnifying the boat against Mis-
hap.
The policy reads that the Charles-
ton ,.;$ insured against accident in the
Ohio river and tributaries. The
policy was issued to Captain Wag-
ner through Hummel Brothers and
they informed him he would have to
procure a permit from the company
to carry the boat to the Mississippi
river. ,The day beiore the boat left
for that stream Captain Wagner
claims he sent his brothee. #oseph
Wagner, up to the insurance office
for the necessary permit. The latter
contends the Messrs. Hummel told
Captain Wagner to go on to the
Mississippi river and the permit
would come latli on.
Captain Wagn-r intends suing the
company if they do not pay him the
amount of his policy, or sufficient to
repair the boat. He claims that two
days after the accident a telegram
came to him at Hickman informing
'him his policy had been cancelled,
but he says be will surely collect




AGO TODAY WATERS BE-
GAN RECEDING.
Boats and Skiffs Had to Be Used
Down in Business Portion
TIls City.
'F day tic: only ushers in the an-
niversary of Washington's biretda)
but brings pleasant recollectiana to
aI : Paducahans who have resided
here for the past quarter of a century.
as it is just twerty-two years ako
today' that the Ohio river bega to
recede and gradually flow from the
streets of' Paducah that was sub-
merged for. many weeks fitting the
Memorable flood of 1884, remem-
brances of which cling to all inhari-
tants Most vividly.
The water had been standing al
over the business pert of towr, and
around the outskirts, for many
week*, but upon Washington's
birthday, February 22ndi, 1884, the
first decline made its appearance, and
slowly the river went down, carrying
with it the water which paralyzed
things here for the time being.
To the newcomers the flood is only
a matter of hearsay, while the oldir
residents well remember every in-
cident connected therewith. The
floors of all the business houses
&awn town were covered, ranging
in depth' from several feet to several
inches, and the stocka of goods had
to be placed high up-on the counters,
or carried to the second staraes, to
prevent ruination from water. Going
clown into the commercial district,
people had to take skiffs at Efth
and Broadway, and he paddled to
wherever they desired. It was the
worst flood ever visiting this place
within. history of Paducah, and it took
many weeks for the community to
recover from effects of :411710.!, as
everything was at a perfect 3tandstill
the entire time. ,
nounced. 
nelarge in number. ss trip here.
E PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
 AEI
.00 SHOES
MANrY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-
CURED FOR 62 oo, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPEKIEt4CE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
ABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE.
B killaaME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTIIIIIMMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
Lender Lydon,








BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A






In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
Sod will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-






Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building







at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking _Machines
prices ranging from $16 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
It A
THE
BEAM'. 1 (EMBER! AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
PRICES DO I ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR _VERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH I
FURN1'..11 TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM x P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson PADUCAH, KY,
For Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building pwposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works







OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bwok
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room Ira Fraternity Building.
New Phone Ira. Old Phone 303.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders •
Framed right up to date in five min-






Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration ospecially adapted fur coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.




*INTER - FLOWER 
HUNTING._ _
One of the Most Delightful Pleas-
ures of the feaanging
Seasons.
It would be well for one who ham
sever studied vegetation in winter U
begin his cold-weather rambles In No.
',ember. At that season, writes Fran)
Stench, In "A Winter Bouquet," is
Ceneury, in sheltered places an occes
atonal leaf will cling to the stem, fur
wishing the key to Identification, 11
be does not readily recognize his corn-
panions of the summer. He will find
the witch hazel, latest flower of the
year, flaunting its belated blossoms in
freakish abandon among its sear and
yellow leaves, while its mimic artil-
lery bombards the surrounding thicket
with polished seeds, the fruitage of
a year ago.
He will find the stone walls decked
with clustered whorls of the long,
dusty seed tails of wild clematic. As-
ters will bold up their puffballa 01
downy seeds by the roadside, invitins,
tie wind to waft then., to fresh Ilea&
and pastures new. The goldenrod will
ibe shorn of her hoyden of yellow
Itresses, and will stand chastened and
penitent in tassels and fringes of gray,
exhibiting throughout the winter s
onality of beauty which she did not
:possess before.
Even after the blizzards of February
have howled over the marshes he will
ind them fringed with sedges and
studded with cattails, edit proudij
erect. The low-lying thickets will be
wreathed with the vine and decked
with the bronze-yellow seed pods ol
the yam. The dark blue fruit of th,
carrion flower will mingle with at
esti berries of the black alder. So on,
to the warm March day when the
skunk cabbage thaws its pathway up
through the frozen ground, nature will
yield abundant satisfaction to his cote-
Ing for the wonderful and beautiful.
The pillared aisles of the winter for-
est will be to him as worthy a temple
as the green wood. Its everchenging
vistas will beckon him on to fresh die- 1
eateries, and will stir his being with!
that vague sentiment of expectation
and hope which alone rer.ders life
worth living.
On the, other hand, he who sits
gloomy and sluggish in the inglenook,
gazing through a frosted window upon
Si.. buried eardrn, feelir.g that winter
Si dismal and nature dead, will miss
the keenest, most chaste and reened
pleaeure which the changing seasons
hold.
VARIETIES OF TRUPFLES.
The Violet Is most Highly Esteemed
and the Summer ILcst
Common.
Of varieties we may mention, first,
the violet trouffie, which abounds in
'Perigord and Provence, says American
Homes and Gardens. It is covered
with polygonal warts and often marked
with rusty spots. Its weight usually
ranges from 60 to 100 grams (two to
3te ounces), though specimens weigh
hes 600 grams (more than a pound)
are sometimes found. At maturity,
which It reaches in late autumn or
winter, its flesh is black with a reddish
er violet sheen. Its agreeable flavor
and delicate odor meke it the most
highly esteemed of all varieties.
The bladit truffle, smaller than the
preceding, and of variable size, is
Pound about four inches below tte sur
face of the ground. Its flesh is gray
or tester, marked with light red spots
at maturity. It is not in very great
demand, because of its musky odor.
The St. John's or summer truffle Is
gathered in July or in October. The
Sobers of this species are rounded, and
have a brownish black skin and large
polygonial warts, striped transversely.
The flesh, nearly white at first, be-
comes, on ripening, a clay yellow or
light brownish tester. The summer
truffle is found everywhere in the for-
ests of central and southern France,
growing under horn beams, birches
and hazel bushes. Though its rather
coarse, onionlike odor lessens its value,
It is almost the only 'variety seen in
the markets of England. Germany and
Piedmont.
The torfile, known as the groom
follies," or "pi..ehfork," somewhat re
membles the St. John's truffle, but is
distinguished from is, by the smallnese
of its warts, Its moderate size, rough
black skin and dark, tawny gray
Seek marked with fine black lines and
usually by a broad cleft near the base.
Another wild species which is still
sold is the'musk truffle, known in
Provence by tbe name of "calliette."
The remaining wild, species, 'ohich
are lecluded under the general desig-
nation of "dog's nose," because of their
resemblance to the muzzle of that
,77,771r517-''
FRANKLIN WAS HONORED
The Fe.mour• American Philosopher,
Was the Rage of the French
Court.
Franklin 1 eame the fashion of the
season. For the court itself dabbled
a little in lib2ral ideas, wrote John
Hay, in "Franklia-111 France" in OM
tury. So pcezerful was the vast
pulse of free thought that then intim
enced the mid of France—that sus
ceptible Frets: h mind that always an'
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human aspiration—that
even the highest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. They
handled the momentous words Liberty
and Human nights In their dallier
way, as if they were only a new game
for their amusement, not knowing
what was to them the terrible import
Of those words. It became very much
the accepted thing at court to rave
about Franklin. The yaw and love-
ly queeu, Marie Antoinette, was most
winning and ere:dents toward him.
The languid caurtiers. crammed
natural science to talk with him. The
small wits who knew a little Greek
called him Solon and Aristides and
Phocion.
It is sad to think of the utter un-
consciousness of these amiable aristo-
crats. They never dreamed that this
man Franklin was a portent and a
prophet to them. Ile was incarnate
democracy, and they petted him.
They never imagined that in shimming
their good-natured homage upon this
austere republican they were movies
th3 wind which would ripen In an ale
fit harvest of whirlwinds. Later,
yam the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their do
velopment, the queen lamented bitter'
ly the folly of these ovations to the
great democrat There was one saga-
cious head that was wisely shakes
over these indiscretion' while they
lasted. Joseph II., emperor of Ana
trite brother to the queen, who was
in Paris on his travels, and who was
as much of a democrat himself as an
emperor can be, when his sister rie
baked his coolness on the American
question, replied: "Madam, the trade
I live by is that of • royalist"
Court incense could not turn the
philosophic head any more than the
loud acclaim of the people. When
Franklin found himself the honored
guest of royalty, his theaghts reverted
to those faraway days of his boyhood
when his father used to quote to him
in the old candle shop at Boston, the
words of the wise man, "Beset thou a
man diligent in his business? He shall
stand before kings." The old sage
heard the echo of that paternal voice
resounding over half a century. and a
new and strange light as of prophecy
fulfillete Illumined the immortal
words. Surely no man ever lived inure
diligent in his business. Surely no
man ever stood, with more of the in
nate dignity of upright manhood, be
fore kings.
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Tailor Tells Why Good
Clothes Are Not So Often
Seen.
"There are fewer well dressed men
in Broadway at the present time than
I have known for several years," said
an uptora tailor, reports the Sun. "Al
the earns time there are more well
dressed men in New York now than
ever, because there are more men here
than ever, but the good dressers arc
not on street parade.
"You find them at the clubs, at the
places of amusement. The day of the
Broadway dandy has passed, though
If you doubt this take a stroll through
Broadway on any afternoon when the
Weather man has made good on his
torecast for fair weather.
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off more
well dressed men than any other city
in this country there was more leisure
in New York. The New Yorker of to-
day Is too much engrossed with his
business to idle in front of the hotels
or on the corners.
"When he is at business he appears
In business attire. When he quits
business he disappears from the street
and comes out in proper attire else-
.wdero later in the day.
"Another reason why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now than
formerly is that the turnout in the
street is more mixed. We have Men
from all parte of the country. They
are vanously arrayed. Every style Is
seen, and in the crush the well dreamed
man is not as conspicuous as he used
to be
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off so many
useful quadruped, possess no gastrce of the properly attired' the good dress-
ers had it ell their own way. In that
day one mild get the styles by watch-
ing the procession."
atomic importaece.
Mountain Sheep Become Tame.
Mountain sheep In the vicinity of W,
w. Givens' ranch are becoming very
tame Mr. Givens, who Is a special
game warden, says that nearly every
moreleg six or eight of these animals
gather around his house to be fed
There are between 40 and V) sheep in
the flock, but only a few of them have
become tame. This is tb largeee flock




"Now, Mr. Newoome," the vestry-
man, who was decidedly low "church,"
said to the new rectog. '!there's ont
thing we demand of our rec•or; there
must be no surplice here—"
"Surplus" interrupted the Rev. Mr.
Newcome, "there's no danger of that




Example of the Ardent Epistles
Written by the Sighing
Swain.
Frenchmen are generally held to be
—I cannot say perfect lovers, as Mr.
Sutro understands them—but skillful
lovers, writes M. Tessier, In the Lon
don Daily Mall.
Now, everybody knows that letters
plae a great part in lovemaking, and
that more than one woman has been
captivated by the poetic and romantic
writing of the man she loved.
An amorous Frenchman, writing to
Suzanne, for instance, will begin les
letter i/ith "Ma petite Suzanne cherle,"
or "Ma mignonne adores," "Mon petit
chat" (cat here has not the same sense'
as the English "cat"), or "My segary
Suzanne." Rat, ponlet (chicken),
canard (duck), but never "goose," are
the pet names usually employed.
At the end of his letter, in which he
has sworn to love her and be faithful
to her forever, or has threatened to
commit suicide by drinking a mortal
mixture of peppermint and water, the
amorous Frenchman will "embrace"
Suzanne "with all the strength of
his soul," or "devour her with kisses,"
or send her "a thousand caresses from
her wicked X—," and poor Suzanne
will immediately answer and yield, be-
cause she will be afraid of being the
cause of a suicide, and, above all, be-
cause she finds that after all he is
a nice fellow.
Ah, if we were allowed to have a
look into the letters addressed "poste
restante" in Paris, we should be edi-
fied, as without exaggeratton six out
of ten letters sent to all the post of-
fices in the gay city are love mes-
sages.
It is extraordinary how many kisses
the postmen carry! It is a kind of
modern torture of Tantalus for them.
In France, where breach-of-promise
cues are almost unknown, people
have not the same opportunities of
amusing themselves over love vile-
Evil read in court and printed in
the newspapers, as often happens here.
But a compensation may be found in
the "Petite Correspondence" of cer-
tali French journals.
The lines printed there are some-
times extraordinary, and it is easy to
divine what exciting love adventures
or passionate dramas lurk behind
these public love communications.
This example will prove that I do
not exaggerate. The following lines he's liallan—hs'n mine."
appeared in a Parted= paper, and I And then likrry "joined," and began
translate them literally: to live as most of them live; be bought
"I suffer too mush. I adore you, and' things he couldn't afford, and gambled
I cannot think you love smother man. and paid up with other people's asoneY,
Your letter gave me confidence in our and flirted a little with young married
future happiness. I am mad! I *all Women 80ele quite Ii0011, his mental
perspective began to change. The
three figures which hitharto had
dwarfed all others in his sight became,
respectively, "dear old dad," "funny
old chap," "poor little Mary."
Poor little Mary read, and re-read,
and kept his lettere—we know the let-
ters—and laid her flowers, her heart,
her faith, her tru..-• at the foot of the
pedestal upon vbich had placed
the image of tile man who would never
betray. For you must understand that
Mary was no ordinary girl.
She was a hero worshiper. an enthu-
siast, an optimist, a believer in things;
she was very simple. So far as she
knew, she had never possessed a moth-
er, you will remember. Her environ-
ment also kept her from becoming as
other girls are. The country was all
she needed. Her garden, her animals.
the management of her father's house,
filled her days. Her dissipations were
the croquet matches she played with
the Canon and her father, till the light
failed, to be followed by cut-throat
bridge with them under the green-
shaded lamp. She needed no frocks.
She attended no sales. She borrowedthe appointee time, and then he comes no nor no met no ..emerte pee>.
unsought and unattended to face trial mi.. one saw ns Do, but she livedor death. That such should be his con- Ir
to her own complete satisfaction in herduct' Is accepted by his fellows as mere dull, stupid village. There were thematter of course. 
letters, you will remember. (We know
A few years ago Walla Tenaka, a the letters.)Cull-blood Choctaw, by profession a bail Do not for a moment run away withplayer. wits found guilty of murder and the notion that Harry did not believesentenced to be shot. Between the day the high-flown, not badly-worded sen-or sentence and the day of execution timenta he professed tri-weekly to theintervened the berseball evasion. The young woman he was to marry. Atdoomed prisoner was turned loose that time he did, although he receivedwithout any formality of bail, instruct- many three-cornered notes from a Mrs.ea when to return and be executed. Tarporley, who kept open house andHe played ball as if no unusual con- no available husband. Hedition existed and upon the arrival et said to himself that the whole thingthe fatal day was on hand and faced was different; that, really and truly,the rifles without flinching. The Ince Is was the only woman in thedent was considered remarkable by all woe..
ie "One has to be ordinarily civil,but the Choctaws themselves. Ac- don't y' see." And so, to the surprise•sording to their lights no other out- 
of his best pal, he still continued tocome was possible.
play the game, more or less accordingThe Choctaw whose faithlessness has et,. rule,.hurt the pride of his people is charged
with homicide and he had been ree
leased on his own recognizance. There
as no doubt that he would return for
trial, but he failed to return and later
was captured and brought back. He
can expect little sympathy from the ,
Indians, for he has shattered a tradi-
tion dear to them.
IA it possible that the Choctaw 191
becoming too civilized? If he is to be
regarded in the future as no more hon-
est than the paleface, the change meat
be deplored. When a white man Is
charged with serious offense he musti
remain in prison or give substantial
bail. For him to give this and then
vanish, not to show himself again, is
no uncommon procedure. To trust a
white murderer at large on the the--
ory that he would voluntarily walk tr
execution wowu be a piece of folly
The Indian, stoical, untaught In any
academic school of conduct, lack.irg
the advantage of generations trainee
In morals, yet can give a' lesson to
those who should be his superiors.
The Man Who Would
Never Betray
love you forever! If you are happy,
forget me; but I shall always be yours
If you are in trouble. Despairing kiss
from your slave, X."
HONOR OF THE CHOCTAWS
Whole Nation Is Shocked by a Breach
of Faith on the Part
of One.
The Choctaw Indians term them-
selves a nation rather than tribe. and
lust now the nation feels deeply dies
tressed by the fact that one of its
members has broken faith. He had
made a promise and failed to keep it.
Because of this the nation deems itself
dishonored.
The Choctaws are red men. In the
lofty character of their code and the
rigid adherence to its unwritten provi-
sions they rise above any body o2
white men in the world. The Choctaw
gives his spoken pledge and no bond
is asked. If charged with crime or






obo—'Ere's a nice go!
Hobo—Woe* tip now?




(Copyright, Epos, by J000ph B. Bowles.)
want you to tell me. I've got my
own Ideas on the matter. Was Din-
ton coward or liar?
There is a woman in the story, and
Dinton has a straight nose, a fine
mustache, and he Stands six foot one
In his socks.
Canon Dinton had One ODD, Maj.
Carbis one daughter. Their house.
lay near to each other in • village out-
side Gloucester.
Harry Dinton and Mary Savernake
Carbis knew each other by sight before
either was able to vass the time of
day in words tabulated by Johnson.
For some years they were wheeled out
side by side. For some years they ran
together hand in hand. Then came
Harrow, and a "school for the daugh-
ters of gentlemen" at Brighton. In
the holidays they raced on ponies.
blackberried and kissed each other in
a brother-and-sister way. The the
boy entered the "shop," as his 'father
had wished to do before him, and the
girl remained at Brighton. In the
holidays they still raced on ponies,
played tsds and golf; but they black-
berried kissed each other no more
in a daister way. At 11
they w secretly (no me mual
know), engaged to be married. Ear'
rrs mustache meld be twisted; jest
half Mary's hair had gone up.
Jove, how time gips on from ohaptas
Pa cbagterl
Harry Dintoa grew Into a line young
Inan, straightebeeked, clean-eyed, har4
of hand. Oa the great day egos which
he ems* down to the drawing-room la
his first nalform he looked every huh
a soldier.
'Will he do, Diatom? WW heoar'
said the major, with a slight moistiere
In the corners of his eyes, due very
likely to goat.
"kiss a credit," replied Canon 'Ate
toe, in the sill st speech he ever pees
petrated, due, very tikely, to gout also,
"to his father, to his friends, and to
the nation."
"Nis, Mary my dear, shr
"Yes, indeed!" said Mary, while is
her heart she cried: "He's a =a, and
Then came • day when the regiment
was ordered to India. Harry spent his
leave at home. For the first few days
the general petting he received was
very pleasing. Then the croquet bored
him, and playing bridge for love didn't
amuse. It was all so quiet, so slow,
so off-the-map. There were many
things he was miming, the opera, with
—but that doesn't matter; a new play;
a polo match at Hurlingham. Of
course, Mary was the most beautiful
girl in the world and all that; but why
didn't somebody tell her not to wear
dresses cut in that way? They weren't
worn. And her hair—nobody did hair
in that outre manner. Everything irri-
tated him.
"I dunno," he kept saying, in an
ashamed way, In the watches of the
'night; "I dunno, I'm sure. Dear old
dad used to seem Buell a grand chap at
one time—such • distinguished man,
built big and all that. Now he strikes
osie as a rather comozoirplace fusser.
I mean—Oh, dash It all, how rotten
everything is! And then, take the ma-
jor. What a feeble—Oh, well, I sup-
pose I'm out of „condition. It's liver,
or lack of exercise. I wonder why the
devil I haven't heard from Editha for
two whole days! . . . Peer little
Mary, she is a dear! Just the same as
she always was. Full of poetry and
heroism, and a sort of deadly cheezeill
earnestness. I wish to goodness her fa-
ther. would take her down to London,
and let her see how other people do
things, Wth any luck she might meet
another man. She—Oh, dash every-
thing! I'm certain I ain't At."
On the last day of his leave Mart
took the man who would never betray
to the place where they had first kissed
—not in the brother and sister: manner,
The poor child was on the verge
a breakdown. Only a very straw will.
effort kept away a great burst of weep'
lag. Harry was touched and ashamed
and full of self pity. They stood at
lently for a minute or two looking hits
the deep, swift stream, spanned by e
rustic bridge declared to be unsafe
The world was fuel of music.
"Good-by," whispered Mary.
"Good-by," said Harry, taking her is
his arms. "You will—write often/ .
. What?"
"By every mall. And you?"
"Of course."
A tremendous wave of 67mustk7
came over him, and he kissed her wiUt
something of the old boyish fire.
Instantly she Bung her arms around
his neck and told him, incoherently,
with tsars and laughter, what he wee
to her, what he had always been, what
he would always be. "I am cue ot
those queer people," she said, "who,
having made an idol, could never see
it shattered and live. If you forgot
me, Harry—forgive me, darling, fee
suggesting such an absolutely absure
thing—I should throw myself into this
river and drown."
"I don't believe yea," said Harm
trying to speak lightly.
"As God is in Heaven," said Mary)
Not strangely—ther• is notidae
strange In Usk world, as we all know—
love took Edith. Tarporley to India
too. And =El kls leave came sona4
again—a sett* of some dogma of
mostko—she and Harry waved elide
the rules of the gann
Reneemberiag the hoseebi• solemnity
and dstsrmiaatiosi In Marrs rotes se
they stood by the river, Harry, hers, Going via Asheville and "Land el
continued to writs by shwa every the SW' and "SaPPliret Calintre
mall to the girl he was to merry, hop and returning via Atlanta and Mat-
ing always. In a feeble kind of way, Moans or vice versa.
that another man would come along For firs "Land of the Sky," "Win-
with whom she would fall in love, ter Homes." rather handsomely if-
knowing that she would never in Mg !mended booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
life love anyone except himself, address any agent of the Southern
It cannot be said that itarry was Railway or C. H. Htmgerford, D.
happy. Mary was. Wasn't she tow. P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Alien,
ry the man who would never betray? A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Two days before he left India he Rim:arson, G. P. A., Q. & C.sitar* to be true to Editha, and she Route, Cincinnati. 0.
hang round his neck much as Mary had
done, telling him that she was not
afraid. He would wait till she was
free, she knew. I *link I said that
his nose was straight, that his mous-
tach was fine, and that he stood six
foot one in his socks.
A wire was handed to him as board.
It ran is this way: "Henry has rossei
away. Cable just arrived. I am
broken-hearted. Come back soon to
gditha." And the words danced in his
brain all the way home to the little
village outside Gloucester.
His father found in him a man he
didn't know. A little startled, but not
without pleasure, pride and excitement,
he began at once to cultivate his eon's
acquaintance. The major knew the
climate of India, and put the change
down to that. Mary welcomed him
quietly and the Canon and her father
noticed for the first time that she, too,
had changed. Here was a woman who
had been a child.
There was much laughter with tea
The two oldish men vied with each
other in saying slightly cynical things,
with an air about them of knowing a
man of the world when they sky him.
Mary only looked her remarks.
Presently they found theme( lyre.
Mary and Harry, going Instinctively
to the river.
For some Um*, while the sun set,
they talked commonplaces, but with
an obvious strain. Then suddenly, as
though she could stand It no longer,
Mary got up and ran to the middle of
the bridge. Its rotten planks creaked
horribly.
Mary," cr!ed Harry, "come back!"
Ile made 'a plunge at the bridge to
take her into safety.
"If you come on the bridge, too, it
will break and I shall fall in."
"Why stand there?" he cried fran-
tically.
Mary spoke very quietly, as though
saying something she had carefully re-
!rearmed.
"A week before you came home I re-
ceived a letter from an old school-fel-
low who Is in India. She:, married to
a man In your regiment and knows
you."
"Oh!" said Harr'''. "Be quick. It's
cracking!"
"She's a waian I b ee never known
to tell an untruth. She warns Off
against you, and tells me that you
and a Mrs. Tarporley—am I to believe
that? You know why I am standing
here. I told you what I should do
Have you and Mrs. Tarporley—"
For an instant Dinton hesitated. II
he said yes, there would be no obstacle
In his way to prevent marriage with
EdItha. If he said no, he would be
obliged to marry a woman he no longer
loved, no longer avert aboet.
"No," be cried. ' It's a lie."
"On your honoi?"
"On my honor as a gentleman."
With a greet cry, Mary made a run,
and, as the worm-eaten plank gave
wtey, scrambled up the bank and flung
herself into the arms of the manswho
would never betray.
Royal Piker.
The sultan of Turkey owns more
than 200 bicycles. some with gold and
silver mountings. It is said that he
could earn a good salary as trick rider








Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. an daily connects at
Danvitde, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at .8:so a,
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
carries observatioa
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville 7:45 D. m.,
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:30 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p.
neat day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing•roons sleepers,
composite car, obsarvation car, ek.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 743
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at crss a. tn with through steeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia end Savannah, arriving al
Jacksonville at g a. m.
' Winer Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 310,
now on sale at low rates.a
Variable Tours
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg.
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
so, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship mailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havens Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. 8. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.'
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to lint Springs, with con-
nections at Mcmptiis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, Caliinreia
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for elk Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Francisco as follows: Via New Or-leans and the Southern Routes ev-ery Friday from Chicago; every Teesday from Cincinnati and Louisvillevia Omaha and the Scenic Route *v-ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all ofthe above can be had of agents ofthe Illinoit Central and connectinglines or by addressing either of theundersigned. •
Joe. Biggs, D.. P. A., Oncinwati,F. W. Harlow,' D. P. A., Louis-ville,
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mesaphis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
























































































































































































































Workings of a New Rxperiment in
the Self Government fie
the Young.
• • • Ste
IN THE SCHOOL CITY. I
The writer was present a few weeks
ago when the first school city was
organized in Boston by Wilson L. Gill,
the inventor and founder of the sys-
tem, writes Frank Pearson', in Cen-
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
mously and enthusiastically to adopt
the Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
It with various provision& against dis-
order, destruction or Injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable discre-
tion in the election of their officers.
The mayor was a bright-faced girl
of twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
C It meant to her to be mayor of Han-
cock school, she said: -It means to
see that every girl is orderly, eine
and good. It means that they must
have good conduct They must be
clean and neat in their dress and
" habits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
-That is a great task. Aren't you
afraid of it? -
The answer was prompt and (dear:
"No, for I think they are all good
titizens."
Mary Flan, the judge, said: "1
shall warn dittoes who don't behave,
and if that does no good I shall pan-
Ish them. They must behave."
The whole discipline of the school
Is put into the hands of the pupils
The teachers give instruction, and
advice when It is needed, and the ul-
timate responsibility and authority are
always with them. But the students
make laws and really govern them
selves, although there is an author
ity above them, lust as a griewieng
city governs itself, although the leers
lettere may at any time revoke Its
0 charter.
1 In fact, there is more real self-gov-
t ernment in these school cities than
in most of our large cities. Fog
there is no apathy in the school city,
no stay-at-home vote, no political me
chine or boss.
There is no graft in the school city,
no boodle on the council, no "under-
standing" between the polio' and
wrongdoers. The tan-year-old judge
and the twelve-year-old mayor are ab-
solutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mind
Is plastic, open to the full force of
dbasiderations of resit and justice and
tree from commercial motives and
• other influences that in later life so
often interfere with the duties of
citizenship. The love of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by nogg-
titles of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutt's.) limitations for the
.• geublic good. Respect tor law and au-
thorny is developed. The sense of•
Justice is strengthened and the judicial
attitude of mind is cultivated.
The results have been excellent in
every way. eeoth conduct and schol-
arshiP Are greatly improved. Disobe-
dience is pulled up by the roots. Pub-
lic sentiment ranges itself on the side
of law when the public makes the
law. A breach of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien goy-
ernment, but as an injury and an In
suit to the community. Even the
most disorderly schools have been re
duced to good conduct by the institu-
tion of the school city.
Breaking the Trail.
*Winter in the mountains is severe
its reltrictions. Sledging and travel
, vet- the snow-banked trails are lim
tted to bare necessity. In the colder
irt seasons the trails are kept open by
eboveling and packing them down
When the runners sing intermittent
ly in high, this voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around his overcoat
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat
the and a venture with a sudden
termination hanging just above
Thousands of tons of snow up the
mountain sides hang on a trIgget
that can be sprung by the sigh ol
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone
and In summer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeetcr. tele of the wite
ter's night. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trill—a lie
tie ruffed thread of white from tip




The most curious almshouse in
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
chester. There eight old ladies live
actually in the church, which is a fine
old building dating from 1680. It was
originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it into an almshouse, to
endure as long as almshouses exist,
e old ladies have two neat little
ins each down the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, water
and gas. At one end of the church
Is the chapel, where daily services are
held. The choir stalls are beautifully
carved old oak, the original seats that
the monks used. The church stands
In a quiet little square.
Last Addition.
"This flat Is so fearfully small,"
complained dho applicant. "Do you
think we could get enough breath in
It to live on?"
"6, yes," said the agent "It is
thoroughly provided with compressed
Free MIA J
FAM1LY FORTUNES.
IMMENSE WEALTH OF SOME
AMERICAN MILLIONALRES.
Croesus of Old with All His Vaunted
Wealth Was Poor by Com-
parison with Modern
Capitalists.
The eget fortunie that have "prune
up so amazingly in this country durina
recent decades to-day, in the opinion ol
many serious thinkers, constitute a
menace to our national well-being, says
Clevellind Mbffett, in writing of "The
Shameful Misuse of Wealth," in Success
Magazine. Without these great for-
tunes there would be no reign of luxury
la America, no flaunting of feasts and
follies, no riot of extravagance; with
theni we may 'expect all the evils that
have in previous el-ilizations attended
upon enormous riches. And many of
these evils, as we have already seen, are
actually with us.
It is admitted that we are the richest
people in the world to-d11.1—the richest
people the world has ever seen. The
vaunted wealth of Croesus is estimated
at only $8,000,000, but there are 70 Amer-
ica estatep that average $35,000,000 each.
As showing the rapid growth of Individ-
ual fortunes in this country there is
interest in a list of rich men—printed in
1865—according to which New York city
at that time boasted only 28 million-
aires. And a pamphlet published some
years earlier says that in 1846 Philadel-
phia could show only tan estates valued
at a million or more, the richest being
that of Stephen Girard, which reached
$7,000,000. In contrast to which in 1883
there were over ZOO millionaires in Phil-
adelphia.
As to New York city, the number of its
millionaires, according to beet informa-
tion, is over 2,000, while the number of
millionaires in the United States Is al
leeest 6,0000, or half the total number in
the world. There is one family alone,
at the head of which stands the richest
and most powerful man in the world,
John D. Rockefeller, and the wealth of
this family is estimated at a thousand
million dollars, a sum so huge that the
human mind quite fails to grasp It, a
sum so huge that if at the birth of Christ
Mr. Rockefeller had begun making
dollar a minute and had let these dol-
lars accumulate day and night for all
these centuries, he would not yet, in
1906, have amassed a thousand million
dollars. And If Mr. Rockefeller should
to-nay turn this wealth into gold coin
and take It out of the country, say into
Canada, he would carry across the bor.
der three times as much gold as would
then remain in the United States. Nor
would he carry it himself, for the
weight of it would be 1,750 tons. And if
he loaded it on the backs of porters,
each man bearing his own weight in
solid gold (say 160 pounds) it would re-
quire 22.000 men to move it. And if they
walked ten feet apart the line of them
would reach 44 miles and would occupy
16 hours in passing a given point. 'None
of which takes any account of the daily
Interest 9n this fortune, which intent,
if paid in gold, would require the
strength of seven men to carry it. for it
would weigh a thousand pounds. Such
are the riches of a single family!
IN THE LEGAL FIRMAMENT.
-
Rising Star That Was Going to
Dazzle Some of the Slow
Rovers.
—•
The Chicago drummer who was ar-
rested for assaulting the landlord of a
South Dakota hotel found that there
was only one lawyer In the village and
that be had already been retained by
the plaintiff. In this emergency, re-
lates the Cleveland Plain stealer, he de-
murred to being tried, as he was not
lawyer enough to plead Lis own case,
but the justice of the peace calmly re-
plied:
"This eouterwill sec that you have all
your rights. Anybody seen Jim Peters
around here?"
"He's out doors," answered some one.
"Then cal' him in."
Jim turneld out to be long an
lathy farmer's hired man, and not at all
bright looking, and as he entered the
room his honor queried:
"Jim, which end of the cow gets up
first?"
"The hinder end, sir."
"And a horse?"
"The fronter end."
"Ail right. This drummer has given
Joe Harris a black eye and wants a
lawyer to prove that Joe ran ag'in the
door casing and blacked it himself. I'll
&Whit you as his counsel."
"But I'm no lawyer."
"But you've got common sense, as
you've just proved, and that's better yet.
Go right ahead."
Jim went ahead, and in ten minutes
he had the other side so tangiee up that
his honor laid his spectacles as!de and
said:
"No use to go any further. There may
have been a row, and probably there
was a row. but Jim is getting reedy to
prove that the landlord was out in the
barn and the drummer across the street
and there's no use taking up the time
of this court. I'll divide the costs and
the parties had better shake hands,
while as for Jim Peters, he's a rising
star that will continue to rise until It
won't be considered no crime around
here to jump another man's claim and
steal his wife along with it."
In Dead Rained.
A traveling man received the follow-
ing telegram from his wife:
"Twins arrived to-night. More by
mail."
He went at once to the nearest office
and sent the following reply:
"I leave for home to-night. If more
come by mail send to dead letter cake."
—Lippineott's Magazine. -
TRAITS OF INHERITANCE.
In Books as Well as in Life There
Are Certain Strong Family
Reemeblance.
One may imagine an artist attempt-
ing, on a eager, to paint a landscape
without using a single tone of yellow,
let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ts
bar Cooper, in the Bookman. In the
same way one may imagine a nov-
elist writing a story of a man and a
woman, so detached from the outside
World, so silent regarding their ances-
try, their past lives, their present
surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture.
such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain.
In varying degrees, some yellow and
some blue. Every human story must
concern itself wIth yeits inherited
from our fathers or acquired through'
the company we keep.
And the novelist to whom his char-
acters are a livingreality, men and
women whom he thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no psomptings from Dar-
win in order to make us recognise
the Ues of blood and of propinquity
—any more than the photographic
lens needs to be prompted in order
to show, in a family group, how the
father's eyes, the mother's Ups are
mirrored back in the faces of son
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
in some of our best English novels,
In "Belinda" and "Emma," in "The
Newcomes" and "The Mill on the
Floss," there is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen,
than Thackeray or George Eliot were
conscious of putting there. Take any
novel of the first magnitude, in which
a whole household is described, three
generations of genial, kindly gentle-
folk, the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the granddaughters, let us any,
Is the author's chief concern, and the
whole book revolves around her per-
sonality.
Now if the book is based upon an
intelligent observation of life it is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked out the heredity for you,
like logarithms, down to the tenth
decimal. You are free to work it out
for yourself, to trace the heroine's,
qualities, good and bad, back to their
various sources; to conjecture about
her many things which the author
never once mentioned, perhaps nev-
er even thought of. In books, as well
as in real life, there are certain fam-
ily resemblances that are never no.
Uced until pointed out by some com-
paraUve stranger.
THE OLD, OLD STORY.
But the Night Grew Suddenly
Chilly and the Love-Making
Was a Frost
Slowly they walked in the twilight
—he and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in
the Chicago Tribune.
He was no longer in the heydey of
youth.
Time, however, had laid light hands
upon him. So had his barber, but
oftener and more artisticallr, and he
was well groomed.
She was a rare and radiant maiden,
known to the regular frequenters of
Spotcash k Co.'. great emporium of
trade as the girl at the robbon counter.
"Miss Mildred," he said, with a sort
of premonitory cough, "let us suppose
a case."
"A case of what. kind, Mr. Mate
wer?" she asked. "Notions? Or rem-
nants?"
"Let us not talk shop, Miss Mil-
dred. If 'case' suggests business I
will vary the phrase. Let us consid-
er a hypothesis."
"A what?"
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
supposition, an assumption, a postu-
late, a working basis, or an idea taken
for granted, for the purpose of laying
a foundation, establishing a propoat
Uon, or demonstrating a fact. Get
the idea?"
"0, yes; anybody can understand
that. Is there more of it?"
"There Is. Some day, my dear girl,
you expect to marry somebody."
"Is that the hypo—hypo—"
"No: that is one of the eternal
verities. Every pretty girl expects to
marry somebody. Here is the hrpoth
eats: Suppose some man, slightly
past the blcoming period of youth,
but well preserved, in full possession
of health, strength, and all his intel-
lectual faculties—"
"A hypothesis is a man, is it?"
"He's a necessary part of this one
Suppose some such man as I am de
scribing, not at all Ill looking, and
possessed of a reasonable share of this
worlds goods, should fall wildly,
madly, desperately in love with you,
Miss Mildred--"
"Well?"
"And offer you his hand and heart
—do f011 think you could learu to
love' him?"
They walked along a block or two
In silence.
Then Mr. Matewer spoke -again.
"Feels a little as if It were going
to snow, doesn't it, Miss McGinnis?"
he said.
Strong Argument.
Worcester, England, has refused to
give the government a site for a cave
airy barracks, though one of the city
councilmen used a strong arguniebt.
He urged that the presence of 1,600
"elders In town would end the pre-
vailing scarcity there of female do-
WAYS OF CHARITY.
The millionaire stood at the toot oi
the throne.
"How are you?" said the poor man.
"Pretty well, I thank you," the mil-
Uonaire replied, in a low voice.
"Dine out last night?"
"Yes—I thank you."
"Ovpreat yourself?"
"Oh, no," said the millionaire quickly,
raising his head. "Oh, no, I have not
any appetite left."
The rows of poor people behind the
throne grinned.
"Ever give anything to the poor?"
asked the poor man.
"Yes, yes," said the millionaire, es--
gerly. "I subscribed 16,000, to—"
"Did you miss it?" asked the poor
man.
"If you wouldn't mind asking one ot
my pecretextes," the millionaire wen Wit,
Ignoring the last question. "Any 'of
weuld tall you—"
„74441Pn 971c Fly! 
awayanythinggm m :se with your own and, with your
heart?"
The millionaire's heart beat furiously.
Be looked about him for a chimes to es-
"1 did once," he said, 11 a law, hurried
whisper.
"How much?"
"A penny," said the millionaire,
scarcely audibly.
A ragged man came forward from the
huge company behind the throne and
deposited a penny on the table by the
throne.
"1"11 make it $20,000 said the million-
aire hurriedly.
"Sit down„" the poor man said,
sternly. "By that penny are you saved."
The millionaire sat down and a lady
took his place before the throne.
"I gave some money once to a poor
beggar," she began.
"You are very proud of your charity?"
asked the poor man.
"I have given away a great deal con-
sidering," she replied, briskly.
"Considering what, madam?"
"Oh, considering what other people
do," she said.
"With your whole heart did you glee
it, for pity, for real love's sake?"
"I'm not a sentimentalist." she said,
hotly.
"Did you ever refuse to give to any-
one?" •
"Never," she said, in a loud voice,
"never."
"Never once? Think of 20 years age?"
There was a question in his voice.
The lady turned red and tried to hide




"A poor woman came up to me as I
was getting into my carriage. I Was
Duly a girl"—her voice died in a whisper
—"she looked as if she were dying, and
gibe said she was hungry. I told her to
go away; hated the sight of her."
"Did you give her anything?"
"No." She hung her head.
"She had a baby?'
A light came in to the lady's eyes
which turned them from their hardness
Into soft orbs of wonder.
"Yes, she had a baby; I gave it a
flower."
A woman came out from the great as
sembly and put a rose upon the table
by the throne.
"You may .it down," said the pow
man.
Now there came a man of about 40 to
stand before the throne. He was very
exquisitely dressed and his mustache
was dyed black.
"You have done a lot of charity, have
you not?" askd the poor man.
"Oh, nothing really, you know; man
Ing much," he replied.
"Bazars,altheatrics, dances?"
"Well, yea, I have done what I could
don't you know."
"Have a good time yourself?"
"Oh, yet, thanks," said the man. He
felt he was getting on well.
"Did you get Into society that way?"
asked the poor man.
"Yes, perhaps I did."
"Have you ever given anything in
charity and love?"
The man stood silent for some time
and pondered. Before that vast assem-
blage his cocksureness was givinq way;
he began to look shabby.
"Once," he began, "but that was
nothing—I was walking home—but it
won't count—I had no money with me
and a man asked for something; he was
cold an tattered; I gave him the cigar-
ettes my case because I was sorry
for him."
Out of the crowd came a poor man to
lay a little handful of cigarettes upon
the table.
The man of the world had not noticed
him and the sweat stood on his fore
head; he seemed ashamed of his action.
"You may sit down," said the poor
man, and at the sound of his voice the
man looked upend seeing his gift on the
table he looked with unutterable relict
at the poo: man—then eat down.
An old man now came up before the
throne.
"I ain't done nothin' as I can think of,"
he said, in a faltering voice; "I ain't 'all
no means nor position nor no nothin'
to give away."
From out the crowd behind the throne
there came 20 or 30 men and women,
each bearing In their hands a cup of
cold water.
Then the millionaire woke up from his
dream and shivered with cold. His fire
was out, his room was dark, but he
could see in the dim light a ghostly 'pro-
cession of starving, cold figures who
passed by and pointed at him.
He rose, shaking, and went to his
desk. He unlocked a drawer and drew
out a roll of bank notes. With them In
his hand he passed quickly downstairs




She—People say you are marrying
me for my money.
He (hotly)—The miserable slander.
ers! I'll sue them in a court of law!
I won't stand it! I'll horsewhip 'em!
She—But, my dear, all that will
make talk, and it will get into the
newspapers besides.
He—I don't care; I won't be lied
about that way.
She—You needn't be, my *darling
I'll make over my share to my broth-
ers and sisters, and let everybody
know it.
He—Um--er—never mind. Who
cares what people say? I don't.—N.
Y. Weekly.
Need of Haste.
On my way to the village the othio
evening I met a married friend run-
ning homewards at top speed with s
curious looking parcel, white be car-
ried very gingerly.
"Halloa, Jim!" I said, "why this
hurry?'
He did not stop, but sheeted as he
MD:
"New hat for the wife, Will. Run-
ning home before it's out of fashion.%
—Tit-Bits.
Art, with a Rig "A."
Overheard Outside the Picture
Show. She—We must get a cote
catalogue, dear.
He (thinking of the shilling)—
What's the use of that!
She—Why, we shan't know what




she? They say she is going to marry
again.
Charles—I shouldn't like to be
widow's second husband.
"Well, I'd rather be a widow's sec.
ond husband than her brat, yot
know."—Cassell's.
Inspired Him.
He—The minister gave a stirring
address on the extravagance of some
women.
She—Yes; and there sat his wife
right in the the front pew, with a
new three-guinea hat on.--C,assell's.
A Glad Fee-ling, Too.




Parishioner—That makes only six 
think Minbiter—Well, do you I did
it for nothing?—Tit-Bits.
Must Do That.
Her. Subbubs—My new neighbor is a
great borrower.
Mrs. Citiman—And does she never
return anything?
Mrs. Subbubs—Only my visits—Chi-
cago Sun.
Necessary.
Artist—You'd be surprised if you
knew the amount of time spent on
that picture.
Friend—Yes; I hear that people
stand in front of it for hours trying to
make. out what it is.—Cassell's.
Medical Methods.
Young Doctor—It would be all right
to charge him $50 if my diagnosis !
been correct, but it wasn't.
Old Doctor—Ah, then churge him
5100.—Judge.
Formidable.
Of At..2l we have little fear,
'But when Matilda carols
We feel that we have with us here




Fuller Trouble—How did yer first
come ter be a tramp'
Fuller Woe—Well. yer see, I had or
automobile, an' I had ter walk home
so often dat I got used to it.—Phila-
delphia Bulletin.
Frigid Folks.




"As a house warming it was a failure.
Too many Boston people there."—Chi-
cago Sun.
Conscientious.
Young Wife—What's tha trouble?
Why do you sit on the edge of the
chair?
Ilusband—Well. dear, you know we
are buying It on the installment plan,
and that's all I feel entitled to—Life.
The Cheapest Contributions.
"I have, nothini but praise for on:
new minister."




A.—So you married in haste and re•
pented at leisure?




If you want yeur e.aothee cleaned.
dyed or repaired, take them to X. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street I have
the nicest line c.i samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—1 AWYER—
win practice in all courts 4Raw
tacky.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pmts.
et company—the cheapest and boa
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Rood
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table.
good rooms, etc. Boats et sack
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. a.
For other information apply to Jas.
Xoger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, zgcnt.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 2.tio at residenc. Office hours
7 to g a. m.; I to 3 p. m.. 7 to g p. a.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone 688 at the office, both





J. C. Flournoy Cecil Road
FLOIJRNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms zo, ii and 12, Columbia rniffp
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, as
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 335.




Old Phone QS Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah,'„ Kentucky.





Rooms 7, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both *hones 31.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU--
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES. • .





Room No. s, Columbia Building.
•‘,








Thursday Morning, Feb. 22, 1906.
LOCAL NEWS
-On aicount of' Washington's.
birthday the .postoffice, banks and
jubhc edhoelse- will be caessel today.
The postofficeswill iceep ;open :or odic
hout this Mornittg, dad the mail ;ar-
tier* make only one delivery, .while
the balance of the day the gosern-
- ment building will be closed.
san sell of Wczelier i;
puttin IgtaVel roads
goo ape, and resulting in the
-far bringing many loads of
tobacee to the city market.
.111 --lifte Fria& Just of the shops,
at 525 Broadway and 1117 North
Folk* yesterday said he received
ezvordi that his rich uncle, at Indiana-
polis -Fiff hint $75,000, and his sister,
Miele Roeie 'Just .a similar amount.
--The board of health wants a
,meeting with the city legislative
thatiete aerdinance committee next
Monday. to see if something cannot
be done toveuele arranging for sani-
tary inspectors to begin work at
once for the coming year, instead of




Lawyers L K. Taylor and Irene
Lucas, Saturday, go to Memphis.
Tenn., to consummate the deal they
have for organizing the mammoth
company that will erect a chain of
warehouses in the South to store
therein the cotton crop of those
states.
Mr. K. McRea has returned from
Cairo, where he visited his son, Mr.
Harry MicRea.
Mrs. Walter Shephard has gone to
Fulton, Ky., to join her husband,
the former I. C. Engineer, who was
made foreman of the shops there for
this road.
Mr. J. M. McCandless
St. Louis on business.
Mesdames -May Rieke
Scott and Miss Martha
day went to Chicago.
Mr. James Clements
from a trip through, the South.
'Mr. Charles E. Jennings and
ily returned yesterday from
Orleans and Cuba.
Mas, James Clements is visiting in
Madison, Ind.
Mrs. John K. Hendrick is here
from Smithland.
Mrs. Dr. W. 0. Bailey, of Louis-
„ville,, passed through here yesterday
en route hyme from a visit to Hick-
man, Ky.
Profeissor 1.yon, of this city,
and sister, Mks. J. S. Graves, of New
York, will Wiley leave for Jackson.
Tenn.., to visit the fertner's daughter,








L000 loads of dry heating and cook
stove wood $1.25 per two-horse load
deliverred promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.






Removes every particle of dirt,
duet, soap and impurity from the
skin, opening the pores and al-
lowing the rich, red blood to
flow to the surface.
VERY HEALTHFUL
Will not turn rancid.--25e for a
j2E OT 75C for a pound.
We know it is Pure because
we make it
R. W. WALKER & CO.
" INdittkPORATED.








Proprietor Craig, of the Brunswick
Bowling Alley, Preparing to
Close Out Business.
MT, Guy Nance, the undertaker,
who has been with the Paducah Un-
dertaking ea.ablis.hment of South
Third street :tear ICentucky avenue,
has eevered Vs connection with that
firm and erraeged to enter business
rot aiiinielf at 1113 'Soath Third 'street
which is only two doors from the
other house and in one of the build-
ings formerly occupied as a branch.
of the retail eiartment of the Pa-
ducah Furniti darrufacturing com-
pany.
Mr. Nanoe's father, Mr. M. Nance
will do the embalming for the new
time While M. Fritz Kettler will be
associated in the lusiness. All have
hail years of expeteence in the busi-
nese, Mr. Nance, Sr., being the old-
est follower of this profession in
Western Kentucky, having been in
the business for forty years before
retiring from active life three years
ago when are sold to the Paducah
undertaking firm.
Mr. D. 0. Talcott, of the National
Casket company, of Louisville, will
arrive in the city today to prepare
fer installation of the stock of the
ew firm. Mr. Nance will be open
tar busines- by March ist
Retires From Business.
Proprietor Craig, of the Bruns-
wick bowling alley on Broadway near
Fifth street, is preparing to close out
his place of business and leave for
another piece to looate. He has
been here for the past eight I;10110115
but the venturt has net proven a pay
ing one so he takes his plant to
some other city.
The skating rink, which as main-
tained on the second and third floors
of the building will be establiehed
at some other point in the city by
Mr. Wes Flowersi, who has been
cofiducting it.
Grand Rivers Furnace.
President E. H. Simmons, of the
company operatieg die iron furnace
near Kuttawi,-paseed through here
yesterday morning en route from 'St.
Louis to that elect,' on business con-
nected with the plant. He wav join-
ed here by Eittleral Manager D. W.
Layton and Supt. W. H. Tritt, of
the iron company. They will be up
there several days.
New Ice Plant.
Lawyer J. Campbell Flournoy has
returned from St. Louis, where he
has been on business connected with
the deal looking towards estableing
here the now ice plant. As yet noth
ing definite has beea effected, but
Mr. Morris will be back here short-
ly to sea what he can do.
MT. Morris states that the publica-
tions an the afternoon papers last
Saturday that negotiat:ons 'had been
closed for the peanut factory prop-
erty were based on unauthorized
statements giver out by parties try-
ing to get the benefit of locating the
plane here, when in fact he carne
here of his own volition and through
the Mfltsence of nobody.
UNRAVEL MURDER
DETECTIVES DISCOVER EVI-
DENCE WHICH THEY CAN-
NOT DISCLOSE
Dave Johnson Taken to Fulton on
Charge of Assault and Battery
-Several Arrests
It !legate to look as if the myster-
ious murder of Burns Garner will
some day unravel itself, as the detec
tivea state they have developed some
thing lending towards establishing
the identity of the parties who killed
the stottne 11110, but of course they
cannot divulge anything just now
for the public. Garner was the leath
erwarker whose body was found Sun
day before last in the Ohio river at
the foot of Jefferson street.
Former Marshal Arrested.
Dave Jolison was arrested here by
Deputy Sheriff Hume Ogilvie and
taken do Fultoh in the afternoon to
answer the charge of assault and
battery. He was formerly marshal
of Fulton and (luring a carnival he
struct Hugh and Dock Edings with
his club behest they became obstrep-
erous, He afterwards located here,
where he ban been working as bar-
tender. Ai tier his departure they
had him indicted.
Scrapped on Wharfboat
Tobe Davis and Bud Campbell,
(-whored, had a fight yesterday after-
noon at the wharfboat and the lat-
ter was arrested by Offieee Jolhat Hes
sian at the scene of the fight, while
Davis was caught by Patrolman
Etnile Gourieux at Eleventh and
Broay. .
WAITING FOR EGAN
COMMITTEE WILL LAY BE-
FORE HIM IDEA OF STOP-
PING AT BROADWAY.
Chief Dispatcher Allan Jorgenson, of
Princeton Resigned Position-
Click From Rails.
The railroad committee of the City
legiskaitive boards is waiting until
Superintendent Egan of the Louis-
ville division of the I. C., comes
here again when they will have a
conference with, him and see if he
will not have the incoming trains
from Cairo and Brookport stop at
Eleventh -and 'Barradavay so the pas-
sengers will not have to be carried
way out to the Unison depot as by
the latter method the people have to
travel two miles to get back Mt°
the residence or business districts of
the city. Superintendent Egan has
expressed s willingness to meet the
authorities and they are now waiting
for his next return.
Jorgenson Resigned.
Word from Princeton, Ky, is that
there has resigned his position, Chief
Diagratcher Allan Jorgenson, of the
Nashville division for the I. C., who
intenctsjoaating chrevAarre. He will
go out today.
.He is one of the most expert vid
progressive dispatchers ever with
the road; and has been chief here,
at Princeton, Evansville and other
points, always inanaging things very
successfully and satisfactorily.
It is not known who will succeed
him.
"Pulled Down" has.
Engineer Bridges, of doe Paducah
and Memphis 1. C. division, has held
the record for making the most mon-
ey in one month heretofore on the
road,' it being $219, but last month
Engineer Ben Long, of Jackson,
Tenn., broke the record, "pulling
down" $225.
Other Brevities.
A pipe in the engine room of the
transfer boat DetKoven broke yester-
day and another craft had to be got-
ten to trimester the I. C. trains from
here to Brookport. The DeKoven
will be repaired in time to resume
today.
Much Coal.
In anticipation of the big coal
strike the I. C. railroad is preparing
to store immense amounts of coal
here Memphis and other points for
use in, case the expeceett strike caus-
es a famine in the fuel market.
KOMUS dviii
HAPPY EVENING SPENT WITH
MRS JACK PARKHAM
Mrs. Eli Boone Called in Luncheoa
for Miss Holland-Mrs Sugars
Entertains.
•
List Dance Before Lent
Next Monday Sae Cotillion club
will give at the Palmer the Last dance
before Lent.
Colonial Tea Tonight.
This evening at the
Kethodist church the Newelli
will give a colonial tea, comp
ary to Washington's birthday, and
during the gathering a charming
musicale and literary program will
be arrangd, while refreshments in
variety veiH be served. The entire
public is cordially invited to attend.
LARGE IMPROVEMENT
Made in Hawkins Bros'. Restaurant.
HAWKINS BROS. HAVE COM-
PLETED THE ADDITION TO
THEIR RESTAURANT, ADDING
40 FEET TO THEIR DINING
ROOM AND A NEW COOKING
DEPARTMENT THESE ADDI-
TIONS GIVE THEM AMPLE
ROOM TO BETTER CARE FOR
THEIR GROWING BUSINESS,
AND THE PUBLIC IS NOW RE-
CEIVING THE BEST RESTAU-
RANT SERVICE EVER KNOWN
IN THE CITY
SINCE THEY HAVE COM-
PLETED THE ADDITION
THEIR RESTAURANT THEY
WILL BEGIN MONDAY NIGHT
3'0 SET A BUFFET DINNER AT
/THE LOH PRICE OF 500
The Komus Klub met Tuesday eve
ning with Mrs. Jack Parkham, of
South Sixth street, and spent a most
delightful time under that hospitable
rdof, engaging in ts "spirited card
game. The ladies' prize went to
Miss Audrey Taylor, while the gift
for tlfa gentleman was captured by
Mr. Jack Parkhain. Mae Liettie
Thomas, of Ncifith Thirteenth street,
will entertain the clubanext Tuesday
evening.
Luncheon Called In.
Mrs. Eli G. Boone, of South Sixth
Street, has called in the luncheon she
intended to give et noon today for
her niece, Mies. Nell Holland. The
affair is „postponed on account of the










Mt. Carmel, . pi falling.
Nashville, 8.9'standing.
Pittsburg, i9; standing.
Davis Island Dam, 4.2; standing.
Sit. Lodie, 10.0; rising.
Mt. VOT1100, 7.3; standing.
Paducah, 8.2; falling.
Watchman Thought There Was a
Fire at West Kentucky Coal Plant.
Yesterday evening the watchman
of the West Kentucky Coal company
turned in an alarm of fire over the
private signal service maintained by
the Western Union Telegraph com-
pany with its patrons. The alarm
proved to be a false one, however,
and the run maie by the departments
were of no avail. The watchman
thought he had detected fire around
the pace but it proved %Itemise.
FAMOUS CASE
WON BY ILLINOIS.
Washington, Feb. 2I.-The fam-
ous case ,of the state of Missouri vs.
the State of Illinois, involving the
right of the city of Chicago to di-
vert its sewage into the Mississippi
river through the Chicago anitary
canal and the Illinois river, was de-
cided today by the supreme court of
the United States in favor, of Illinois.
Justice Holmes delivered the opinion
of the court, which was that Mis-
souri did not prove its case. There
was no dissatisfaction.
Mrs Julia Ward Howe.
There skipped out for the Ten-
nessee river yesterday afternoon the
steamer Clyde. She gets back here'
next Monday night. • a
The steamer Kentucky' comesout'
of the Tennessee river late tonight
and lays here until five o'clock Satur-
day afternoon before *kipping out on
her return trip.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
this morning at eight o'clock and
comes back tonight about eleven
o'clock.
The ;roe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
morrow.
The John S. Hopkins gets away to-
day for Evansville and comes back
tomorrow.
The Buttorff came in from Clarks-
yesterday and left immediately
for Nashville and comet back again
Sunday.
The Peters Lee leaves Cincinnati
tonight and gets here Sunday en
route down to Memphis.
The Stacker Let leaves Memphis
today and gets here Sunday en
route up to Cincinnati.
WIFE SUES SALOON KEEPERS
Demands Saspoo Damages fee &R-
ing Liquor to Husband.
Chicago, III., Feb. 2I.-For neglect-
ing warnings to refuse to sell liquor
to the husband of Mrs. Bertha Frank,
5529 Justine setreet, three salooa
keepers have been sued for $25,000
damages in the circuit court.
Mks. Frank- declares in an affidavit
her husband has visited constantly
diving this, time the saloons owned
by.,the defendants. She says he
spent most of his earnings in drink
despite the warnings to the saloon
keepers.
Attorney Carl A. Ross, counsel for
aiirs. Frank, represented three chil-
dren who won a judgment of a17,5o0
against throe *loon keepers in a
similar suit before Judge Tuthill two
months ago.
MISS ANTHONY STPICKEN.
Noted Suffragist Has 'Paralytic At-
tack on Kaye of Birthday.
New York, Feb. 21.-While mak-
ing preparations to come to Name
York today to attend a banquet and
reception in honor of her eighty-
sixth birthday, Miss Smart B. An-
thony, the noted suffragist, was seiz-
ed with a stroke Of paralysis at her
home in Rochester and lies in a crit-
ical condition, although hopes ere en-





The only chance to see the Great










Fibe rounds of hard fighting. See the
knockout in fifth.
Prices-Matinee, children toe;
Adults 20C. Night prices: sic, isc
and ioc.




It is said that Pachicah has more
card parties, wine rooms, euchre
clubs, and that her 400 indulge in
more gambling, in a polite way, you
know-prizes--than any city of the
second class in the United States.
"A most delightful social event" is
where men and women play cards for
all kinds of "prizes." It is not gam-
bliltg, oh no; just a "social event."-
Calloway Times,
lard county, of Mrs. BOOM'S aunt, New York, Feb. 2I.-A special to
Mrs. 7alpha Ferguson. the Tribune from Boston says: Adis.,
Julia Ward Howe is seriously ill at a
Visitors' Luncheon, her home on Beadon street, and her
Mee. Samuel Sugars, will Saturday friends are alarmed over her °Midi- arse.
eetertain with a yellow lunehcoe at tient, , She 'has a severe, li
e
ttack ..Ill, 1,
plimentary to Mrs. McArthur and quently suffered, and at hit advanced beet", Bibles and sheet music now
her home on North Seventh, corn- rheumatism, from which ' shas frisky. Better get in on the special sale of
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
Mies aKessell, 'of Michigan and Mrs. age it is fe.ared the attack, which is going on at Harbour's book depart_ id cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse..
Turner, of Memphis, Tema., who are worst than usual, may prose fatal. ment. Porteous Bros.
ok=.10.11.111..
5.4
guests of Mrs. W. J. Hill', of...North
'Ninth street.
Afternoon Nuptials.
At 3:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon
Miss Laura Agnes Weitz and Mr.
Clarence Graves were united in mar-
riage at the St. Frances de Sales
parsonage by Rev. Flethetr Janeen.
The ceremony was witnessed 'by antjj?
the immediate families of the con-
tracting couple, who have gone to
housekeeping on North Eighth street.
The young people are among the
eity's very populat folks, the bride
being a pretty and !bewitching girl
formerly residing on Washington
street, while the groom is an effic-
ient attaclie of the yard forces of
the Illinois Central railroad.
Shelbourne-Hill.
Miss Blanche Shelbotnne, of Wick-
liffe, Ky., and Me. Frank P. Hill
were united deem. marriage yesterday
niorning at tir3o o'clock by Rev.
Father Jansen sit Si. Francis de
Saks parsonage. Only a fevi ftiendse
besides the relatives were there, and
after the nuptial/ the couple left for
Louisville and other Eastern points
upon their bridal tour. They return
next week to take up their home at
Sixth and Clay streets.
The dainty and attractive young
lady has been living here the least
year, having been in the nutifit-s'
training school at Rivrsidie hospital.
Mr. Hilt as junior member of the
brickrnaking firm of Karnes & Hill,
of Sixth and Boyd streets.,.i





Direction of AL 0: Field.
THE SCENIC SPECTACLE






Superb Panonuna of Events .
"WHILE OLD GLORY WAVES."
The Best of all that is Good sand
Nothing too good for our patrons.
sC •
Prices-as, 35, 50, 75 and
Seats on sale Tuesday at g a. a.
MONDAY NIGHT, FEB. 26.
HAMLIN & MITCHELL "








Prices 25, 35, 50, 75, Ile and $x.
Seats on sale Saturday g a. in.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR RENT-There rooms for IS
and two furnished rooms complete
for iight house.:crping for $ts. Apply
1246 Broadway.
FOR SALE--One gentle mare;
any child can drive her. Apply to
S. C. Vaughan
FOR RENT-One room for office
or rooming over Coulson's. Steam




Knoxville, Tenn., Feb. 21.-The
official test of the Van Deventer
building of this city, the new seven-
story covrete building reinforced by
steel, on 'Wallavenue, was made last
evening. Weight of 630 pounds to
the square foot was placed on the
concrete foot of the building on all
ot the stories, and it stood it well.
Tars is one of the' tallest buildings
in 'shecity, and is the only concrete
stileture that there is in the city.
The test was in every sense a sue-
6
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